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ABSTRACT
4,

The^aim of the research review reported ,here was to
draw together espirichl findings,thAt illuminate the factors
affecting Work Incentive Program (WIN) results and contribute to
discussion of future weir ree'vork-trains kg, and emplcysent policies.
(WIN, authorized in 1967 has sbught-to p4t people on Aid to
Dependent Children (AFDC, to work through a variety of educatidhal
and training services.) Three chapters deal with research on the
characteristics bf welfare recipients, en., research on whether they
shave a strong work ethic and on what other factors affect their
trainability and work effort. Subsequent chapters deal with what is
known about the results of offering jobs to' welfare recipients, the
importance of .family itructure and personal motivation in welfare.
dependence, and the policy significiace of the research findings when
viewed in historical perspective-of fedeXelefforts to deal with
'welfare and unemployment. An introductory chapter briefly summarizes
the whole.review. It is concluded that VII training helps 'certain!
welfare recipients improve their.earning4 and length of time in jobs,
and .that whatever policy choices are madep.'thef should be Made with '

awareness that the current inability to to rn ipelfare into workfare
resides primarily in limitations of the job earket system and only
secondarily ih the chitracteristics of welfare.recipients. ,
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P
.INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY.

,

The Work Incentive (WIN) Program, authorised in 1967,
has sought to ptilsople on Aid to Families with Depend-
ent Children (AFDC) to work. Initially, *variety of educe-
tional; and training were provided, with partici-
pants spending as much as a year in the pfogram. More re-
cently, education and trainitii have been reduced in favor
of immediate job placement. This docuinent reviews
seledted research on 'WIN efforts, funded primarily by the
Departmedt of Labor, as well as related research on- low-
income families. The aim is to draw together empirical
findings that illuminate the facto!, affecting WIN results
and contribute to discussion 9f future welfare, work-train-
ing, and employment policies.

Organizing the' Research Studies

There are many ways to organize discussion of the
research efforts. One way is chronologically. A particularly

uminating way, howeve;, is to examine them within a
amework that shOws the various systems affecting WIN
nd welfare operations.

Two systans immediately coniebto mITicl. The first is the
donor system. It is made up of those who define and pro-
vide resources for 1 1N, namelyCongress and the execu-
tive branch ,(see chart I ). There is also the recipient system.

-It is composed of WIN participants who receive funds,
training, or services and are subject to the requirements set
by the donor system. r

Twontermediary systims may be distinguished. The ad:
ministrative sy:ern consists of those charged with overall
responsibility I.-administering:the various aspects of WI I4,
including the Depart_ is of 4abor and HeAlth, Educa-

Listed beloiv are, the major conclusions that emergelion, and Welfare (-4/E ).-:Wrielivertsystern includes
from th'e research studies retreated.. Followingseath con-

the staff of.loCal WIN offices. '`Iliere is also Me job market . . - .

htclt discussion of the relevant

crosshatched areas in chart I While recipients are alsd
constituents of the doctor system, their influence as constit-
uent; is relatively weak compared, for example, with the
idfluence of kocial security recipients The chart s in any
'case, is meant to provide only a rougthnd convenient ap-
proximation of reality.

Much of the research reviewed here has focused on
characteristickof members of the recipient system and in
teract ions among members of the recipient, delivery, and
job market systems. Such a focus was eminently feasona-
ble. When WIN was initiated 9 years ago, 'there were
serious unresolved questions about the characteristics of
welfare recipients in relation tgtheir participation in the
work force... It was not clear hat recipients shared a
strong work ethic' or what of er ractars. affected their
trainability and work effort. H nce, much of the re:taint
focused on the labor force activi of welfare persons and
the way ih which the WIN effort -affecteikthat activity.
That research is reviewed in the next three chapters. Sub-
sequent -.chapters' deal with what is known about the
results of offering jobs to welfare recipients, the iinpor- .
lance of family structure and personal motivation in
welfare dependence, and the policy significance of the
research findings when viewed id historic0 perspective of
Federal efforts to deal with welfare andinalemployment.

The present chapter briefly summarizes the research
review. It also serves as,an introdUction to that review, em'
cduraging direct examination of The chapters from which
thecon'clusionfland implications are drawn.

r .

Research Cwiclusioni-)
(

system to be considered and the constituency system, repre-
c usi e ap

senting groupythat influence the donor system:
st tidies appears., I ., In gen

Major interactions among systems are indicated by the low-income per

5

, -yielfare recipients and other
(along with most Americans)
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CHART 1. Systems Involved In Operatkrn of a National Publief rogr4re

-OONSTVUENCY
SYSTEM

JOB MARKET
SYSTEM .

I

tross-hatChed areas represent hnporlant Interactions wrong systems.

SOURCE. Leonard Gooewin. "Bridging the Gap Between Social Re -
seirch,and Public Policy: Welfare,* Case in Point," Journal of Applied
Behavioral Solenoe,-vol. 9, No. 1,1973, pp. 86.114. Reproduced by
special permission from the Journal of Applied Behavioral Rowdy;
copyright 1973 blithe NIL Institute for Applied Behavioral Science.

have a strong work ethic, want to work, and when u'
feasible, do worteaslo study shows that a signifi-
cant segment orthe American population prefers
indolence to work`(ch: 2).

2. Subitantial barriers stand in the vPiay of
'welfare recipients' par4iipat ing in the 'present job'
market system. They include lack of skills,,poor
health, need for child care, and ,lack of job "at
which they can earn enough to support link
families (ch. 2).

3. Several researchers have sought to locate a
group '4f persons -similar to welfare recipients in
most. reepects but not on welfare. All failed to*
locate such a group. Those on welfare have less
eduCattan, lessiresources, and larger families than
other loWtincome per, one, 2).

4. WIN is successfulin helping somev.7.1fare
recipients improve their(earnings Sand length of
time in jobs. Improvement occurs o
persons obtain some kind of services m WIN.and
not when they are merely- referred
(chs. 3 and 4). t

5. Ant what aspects of the WIi effort are
responsible for helping trainees ObtainAnd hold

s has not been esjablished. TIM formal catego-
Ties of help, such as "education," "vocational
training(' or "on-the-job training" do not seem to
signify the important events that help certain
traineq improve their work effort over the longer

f

mi. A closer look at what happens in the WIN ,
experience itself is needed(ch. 3). I*

6. In spite of the help WIN offers, it cannot
of itself resolve the welfarfe kssue, The...training
provideddoes not enable large numbers of welfare
recipients to obtain 'work in the regulat job
market, allowing them to leave the welfare rolls.
Moreover, those who eager-WIN and fail to obtain
jobs may be harmed by becoming more dependent.
upon welfare than they were when they _enteredr
the program (chs. 3 and 4).

7. Efforts to encourage employment of more._
welfare; recipients. 4), giving tax crediti id
businesses hiring recipients, by not deducting all
the earnings of recipients from their welfare
grants, and by imposing stiffer work requirements
have had very limited impact. These effort's do
little to change the job market situation faced by
welfare recipients (ch. 5).

8. Work-for-relief efforts (merely working
Off sloe's relief payments in a makeshift job) are
costly, inefficient, and resented by work super-
visors as well as participants. On the other hand,
provision of publicly supported jobs for welfare
recipientshal demonstrated that significant num-
bers of welfare recipients are willing to work and
can perform competently in regular jobs over a-
period: of time. However, providing jobs costs'
more than paying welfare, and relatively few per-
sons who perform well in these jobs find
equivalent emOloyinent in the regular work force,
suggesting limitations in the job market system
(ch. 5).

4 o

9. During any Year, thertis considerable
4notlet of persons, not only on and off the

' , welfare rolls, but above and beiow,the poverty
.

level. However, low - income f amilies headed by
women'(and especial' 'black%women) are substan-
tially less likely to I ve poverty than are those
headed by men (ch. Z . .

10. Relatively little is known about the far,.
tors influencing low-income men to Stay whit-Or
desert their families. There is reason to e
that desertion would be less likely if eft
could earn enough tO support their families tide-.
quately (ch. 6).

. :

.

whenlese .po cy and Research Implications
tly'to jobs

A Major implication of the research findings is that the\t,-
locus of the welfare problem is not the welfare recipientsas
such. True enough, pe'r'sons receive the yeelfare.checks. But
the evidence is that welfare recipients are Willing to
work and do work; they are, however, unable to command
salaries at which they can support their- families. The
characteristics of the job market system are such that they
cannot obtain work that leads to financial independence. .

-4
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The WIN effort, as it- involves'training and supportiv
social services, helps some recipients. It improves the

--Chances!_zif.obtaining and holding better jobs. But t e
effect ii.smair in comparison with the total number of
adult welfare ree ipients -py using a stew research ap-
'proach (discussed later in t1is chapter) to identify those
aspecfref WIi4, that are of greatgt Nip to trainees, it
shoilidbe poOible to iricrteas this fee. But improve-
ment_ in the (Jelivery system without change in the job
market system can do little to change the 'welfare
situation ,z..

..----"\
In keeping with this outlook, at least three policx op-

tions Are open:.
I Sto trying to train welfare recipients at all. since the

trainin ihas only small effects, cut back on benefits plid
welfar , recipienwand raise eligibility standards.,so that
more /persons17persons will take low-paid jobs in the current job
mar et, even if the result is t hat the, will be living belov

'the poverty level. . . .

2. Keep the status quo whereby welfarespayments to 3
or 4' million families are accepted as normal, some training
is offered some recipients,' and supplementary benefits
such as food stamps are continued, but no change is at-
tempted in the job market system.

3. Attempt a major change in the job/Market by guaran-
teeing jobs to those whb `are zaftig 0;craikto work but

. cannot fikternployment, while guaranteeing an income to
those unable to work. .

Theki-different options reflect different value cornmit-
mentS. Research cannot determine which values are better,
lint it can help illuminate the consequences of choosing.one
rather than another option A' consequence of folloVng,
either oTthefirst twoOtions is that a substantial number of
persons are relegatefto the bottom of the heap 4 little
opportunity to rise through their own efforts. While
researc.fy,findmos show, a substantial yearly movement of
persons above'and,bilow the poverty level in the current'
job market systemNamilies headed by women, especially
thoseiheaded by black Women, show very little mobility.
Members of these/ouseholds will have li le choice but to

' remain'pOor and disadVantaged under poii es one and two
*Neither of ose options, oreover, pr ides airy addi-

tional Luce lire for low-income men to stay wjth their
families' ,Research indicates that the stability of a' low-

. income family is significantly incteasedif the fat her has a
jdb. When lbw-ocorne families stay intact, there is a
'much greater chance tof their. moving out of poverty.
Policy pption three is ,ipl'Icitly aimed at providing jobs not
only for welfare mothers but also for low-income men who
might theft be more inclined to stay with their families.

Any major effort at subsidized jobs will be more expen-
sivethan the current welfare effort. It may be appropriate
to Lonsidcr a guaranteed jobs- program-not as a welfare
program at al rbut as something provided before people go _

Jon welfare. That is the jobs become available to
unemployed persons in financlal straits. People go on

.welfareonly if they cannot hold such a job (e.g., because of
ILInesVor lack of child-care arrangements).

Aguaranteed jobs program could have major repercus=
sicins on the job marketsystem ,if the wages were at alt
substantial. Workers rifig.biTeAveiating jobs that are

' low paid for thesubsichzed ones. It would be useful tp ini-
tiaie a Ivell=clesigned,experiment to test the effects of a
guaranteed jobs and guaranteed income program. These
possibilities, along with the other policy options, are dis-
cussed briefly in chaptor 7. The rFiajor,.pointito note. here is
that rtie choice ofbne or opt looshould bebased on
therecognit ion that many welfare recipients will go to work
when suitable jolt, such as,those'offered public-employ-
ment programs (discussed inch 5i, are available.

Kesvarch on WIN, as indicated ..above;, has been -rele-
vant to policy issues. The studies have had their flaws
Many are limited with respect to sampling and data
analysis, as discussed in subsequent chapters. But viewed
together, t hey clearly delineate the pat ternof findings just
presented.'

In one important respect, the research TindingsAre defi-
cient. They do not satisfactorily illuminate vihat is hap-
pening in WIN ,that accounts for -its helping certain par-
ticipants Much of the research has'been statistical, look-
ing at overall results without considering, in detail the
kinds of interactions betweetretaff and participants. The
quality of these interactions ay be Of great significance
in helping participants move into the work force, It is
proposed, therefore, that participant-observation studies
be conducted in which the researchers spend time lorking
in WIN alongside other staff.

Virtually all the research reviewed here focuses on the
systems in the lower portion of chart 1the-delivery, recip-
ient, and job market systems, It would lf useful to con-
sider the. administrative and donor systems as well,
especially by examining how the beliefs of their members
about the way WIN operates and what it can accompliill..
correspond to the beliefik and experiences of persons in the
other Systems It would be of even greater use to develop a
research effort that brought together members Of the
different systems, who could compare their beliefs about
WiN with one another and with empirical data about
WIN and the job market. From this kind Of interaction,

. improved policies and program *activities could emerge.
-Finally, it is necessary to take seriously the finding in

chapter 4 that failure to obtain a job after participating in
WIN can hurt people, can make them less willing to try to

'obtain
work. A similar discouragement effect probably .

follows among. WIN graduates who discover that they can
get only the same kind of jobs that they had before. It is,
better for WIN toprovide sufficient serviees-to a smaller
numberof participants who then have a good chance of
improving their job situation than to provide insufficient
services to a great number of participants *he are likely
to experience na improvement or snot herlailure in the job
market. Given ,the Current situation, WIN would serve
well as a small, quality program. If a gttaranteed jobs
program were initiated and adequate funds for training pros
vided. then WIN could serve well as a large, quality
Progfam,

t the current welfare pniram that mak es,pay minas to families where there is an employable
father AF IX f'ts t net fest me in k arms families intact net Wtscrrtin 197n and ih hi Pt Is a
sexy small pimp am In any case with hrflei 111 an t711 sfmn as the 1.qher maks TOT C than Vim
hours ye; Mora h

nt

."
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2. WORK POTENTIAL AND WORK ORIEN(ATIONS OF

,

WELFARE. PERSONS

A number.ofresearch studies focus on the experiences
of welfare recipients in the labor forceinteractions be-
tween members of the recipient system and/he job market
system (as hown in chart I in ch. I) White amajor 50n-
cern is with WIN participants:it is important to consider
work experiences of welfare and low-income adults in
geneial.

Welfare recipients clearly do not earn sufficient money
on their own to raise their'-families above the pdverty
level. The question is whether they could earn enough if
they worked harder or if certain conditions were, altered

rPut anther way, what potential do adult recipiets a
for earning money to 1upport their families?

'r

The Earniig Potential
of Welfare Recipients

,
An early nationwide study of characteristics of 11,000

female welfare.recipients and former recipients carried
out for the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
indicated ' that the adults hadstelatively little education,,
low job skills, and numerous health problems (Levinson,
1970; Meyers and McIntyre, 19691). Their potential for
earning ettough to support their families was seen as low.
Even so, about one-third Off the group that had received
welfare continuously for the previous 3 years-had worked '
at some time during that period (Meyers and McIntyre,
p. Y r3) ,

These data were gathered through persontd interviews
with the sample, of recipiento. The question might be
raised as to whether their responses, especially those on
health status, could be taken at face value. Were these
welfare recipients merely finding excuses for not working
even more than they did?..- It is necessary to look at
different approaches.

'CstatiOnsia the tea re, to asahor,year, anctpespe lumber where relevant FuII comma, Cr
Guard alphabetically by NOT% appear sa the Animated Elsbloohraphy

,

Another approach to the employment potential of
welfare recipients was taken by Leonard Hausman (1069)
in a doctoral dissertation ipOnsorsd by the Department of
Labor. He usednat iohal_data 'on the characteristics of men .
and women receiving Aid 41 Families with likPendent
Children (AFDC) and national data indicating the ear=n-
ings of persons in the kinds of occupations, that the
welfare recipients had previously engaged. in. (he-point
was t o determine how many welfare recipients, gived their
educational level and occupationarcategory, could be ex-
pected to earn enough money to meet their,level of need,
based upon family size, and hence.be able to leave welfare. (.
Hausman found that about two-thirds of the female and
one-third of the male recipients probably could not earn
enough' on theiriown to support their families (p. 5).
(Male recipients make up less than 10 percent of AFDr
recipients who are heads of households.) ,

.

iThere are limitations s to the study. the calculations g-
nore indivi5lual difVerences among welfare recipients other
than sex, .educat i occupation. Also ignored 'are
issues of health chological orientation. Hausman
is aware that t timates'of need and incomeare balled
upon some quest iontillIretumpt ions: The study does in-
dicat e, nevertheless, thpt the low educat ion and ldw skill
of welfare recipients lessen their chances bf obtaining jobs
at which they could earn enough to support their families.

Another spume, of evidence about the employability of
welfare recipient's-is the judgment kmade by those register-
ing and referring recipients for participation in WIN.
Only about 11) percent of adult recipients arc regarded as
ready to participate in WIN. That is, 328,000 welfare
recipients were certified as entering WIN, in fiscal 1975,
while there continued to be over 3 million heads of house-
holds receiving FDC (U.S. Department of Labor and U.S.
Department of ealth, Education, and Welfare, 1976, p..
3).2 It is not clear how many of those certified were
among the 16 aercerkt of AFDC recipients-47h° work any-
way. Even if none were incluitd, the figures still indicate

'Sarni NiCreale to WIN panictpation would probably occur if the prognuti.rd funded at a lush.
er,level--:onlly 1220 Indium was allocated in focal year 1974 for supported work and mina%
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. . -
. thafabout three-011er% of AFtiC adults (10(?Perceht -

16 percent employed :AO percent in WIN) were regarded
as unsuited V or titnpioyfrient .or training because of such
problems as_poor health and lack of child care arrange-
ments. .

The ftn-ther question is whether those making the judg-
ments were being "soft"that is, were not ealistically
judging the work potential of welfare' recipien Or put
another way, are there great numbers Of welfare r ipienti/
who complain of illness and disabilities but are re tive)y
healthy? Some light isshed on this issue by the phy al ex-
aminations carried out by teams of experts in con ection
with the New York State effort to have Welfare reelpients

work for their relief payments.iQf 10,000 persons assessed
. for work in New York City, 65 percent were found to-be

# medically disabled (Gupte 1973). It is not altogether
surprising that persons who live in conditions of poverty,.
with inadequate diets and health care, -have medical

.difficulties. , *
All these difficulties are not necossarilrirremediable,

however. -A pilot, study-sponsored by the Labor Depart -
ment and headed by a medical d or, Daphne Roe (1975),
suggests that It least some persons can be helped.
Detailed physical examinatio and some psychological
;valuations were carried out n 59 women and 12 nien on
welfare in upper New. York State: Among the diffictthies

fist frequently encountered were dental clocay (including
1-fitting dentures),`gross obesity, and emotional disturb-
ces (p. 2). A wide variety of other phmilical. difficulties

were evident, ranging from anemia td' tie need -for
eyeglasses (pp. 89ff.). By providing medical treatment
along with rehabilitation and work counseling, the project

. helped,about 15 percent of these persons find jobs or stay
on the job (p. 14). Since the_ pilot remedial effort lasted

only 6 months, long -term results of health intervention are
not aVkilable. An expanded effort is currently underway.

Conclusions regarding the potential of welfare mothers
--to work their way out of poverty and off welfare ate given a
firmer.foundation by considering Frank Levy's
(1976) analysis of a study of a national sample of 5,000
low-income families. The study, conducted from the
University )af Michigan,-follow0 these families' over a 5-
year period, asking &railed questions about work and in-
come. Levy's prime concern was to discover who rose._,..

above poverty during those 5 years and thy. (He deducts
welfare)payments from income in calcula ing the pmierty

A strikinf finding is that significant numbers of peo-
ple are moving out of+poverty as sell as into it. That is,
there is a flow, rather than a stagnant pool of -the same.
poor people over the years. Thus, 58 percent of the "t aript
population"---nondis led persons under 60 years old who
were_ low the pov levetin t 967--7were out of poverty
in lrn (p. 9). Am household heads, men have a much
better chance of leaving poverty than do women. The pro-
portions of family heads in the target population moving
out of poverty between 1967 and 1973 were 54 percent for
all men, Only 37 percent for white women, and It mere 25
percent for nonwhite women V. 107). The reason hart°
do with the lower earning power of women and, of course,

level.)

11.

S.
the possibility that, in a h9 hol tit man, the
wife also will work. Hen4, intact households hive a pa-

,tent 1+1 economic advantage.
A temale head of household may escape fr6m welfare

because clf increased child support money from the sena!
r.ated,fatpei, changes in family compbsition,,,-e.g., children
growing up and leavingOr improvement in health that ,
allows for greater work effort,3 But the woman's
prospects of:ikward economic mobility are not bright,
especially if she.is black. Even when she works full time,
her earnings are not geneially sufficient taraise the liviiig
'standand of her large family very high (pp:35, 46)*) 41:

This does not, mean, of course, that no female head of %

household on welfare 'earns her way out of the situatiiiii
Wiseman (1976) examined a sample of about; 1,
AFDC cases covering the years. 1.967 through 19172,, in
Alameda Counry, Calif. He used alnuttiv.ariat e analysis
to determine the factors that affected the movement- of
mothers off welfare and out of poverty: He found thacj
women who had recent job etmience were mtich more\
likely to leave welfare and poverty than were those with-
out such experience (4. 39; 45). The absolute number
here is small. Thus, Wiseman estimated that the prob-
ability of a welfare recipient's leaving the rolls during a
3-month period was about 2 in 100 if she had no previous
work experience, but was about double Ow ratio if shei
had such experience (p. 42). Wiseman also found, in agree-
m.ent with ,other stAtdies, that movement of mothers off
welfare is hindered if they have large families and are .

black (p. 44). . .
Friedman and Hausman (4975), using the same

Michigan data as Levy, came up with additional findings.
- Their concern was with the variability in earnings. This is

important because it is this variability that leads families 4...

into or out, of welfare and poverty. Variability among
men is related to the kind of industry in which they work..
There is greater variability for white men in transportation,
communication, and u lities jobs, forexample, thap thee ' .
is for black men in suc jobs (p. 172).

The variability in earnings of black men goes down'the ,

longer they are in the same household with their spouses,
suggstt ihg that greater family stability is associated with
greater job'stakility (p. 172). These data also suggest the
possibility that, men with families are less likely to risk
job loss in Order to try for better jobs. Availability of a
guaranteed, incomearjob might increase such risk taking
(see ch. 6)..

Among/female heads of household, variability in earn-
ings increases with job training, perhaps indicating that
they found better, jobs after training (p. 172). these
results illuminate the recipient-job market interaction and
suggest for further investigation approaches that could

, help low-income workers, especially female. workers,
move out of poverty.

The data just presented show clearly enough,that a sub-
stantial number of heads ofhouseholds are unable at given
times to earn enough-to support tkeeir families because of

'Escape from poverty is a hatter indicator than escapw from wittare because welfare rectp-
tents' be dropped from'the tolls for admonstranve reasons Midgard] rn poverty ets_toen who
work ire than l00 houn per month are dropped from welfare regardless of eirnmisN
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such factors at job market conditions, lack of skills, piku
health; end need fa child care. What still is at Issue is
whethe'these person have contributed indirectly to their
own Conditions by -perhaps having deviant psychological
characteristics or values. For example, they may have
failedi.o gain' work skills because of n inappropriat e time
perspective (i.e,, not planning ahead) or lack of work
ethic., .

It also is not 'qlear whether some persons accept w4fire
in a given situation while others in the same position do

,not. Are welfare recipients the ones among the poor who
prefei`a handout w hile others in the same social-econpmic
situation prefer to make it on their own, as difficult as
that might be?

, .

Characteristics Of Welfare
Recipients rd Other
Low-Income Persons

Miller anderman (1972) conduCted a study in Detroit
to compare the job experiences of AFDC eecipient s with
the experiences of persons having similar characteristics *

who were not on AFDC. The adult (male and female)
AFDC recipients sampled were between 22 and 55 years
of age and earning $100 per! month or more (p. 27)., A
total of 422 interviews were completed. The cpmparison
group was chosen from census tracts in known loNv-income
areas of Detroit. Eligible respondents were identified in

\ doorstep interviews by their beading- a household and
working at a job that Was low paid$2.50 per hour or less
(p ;34). A tot al of 547 of these interviews were completed.
BeCausetkepoor in Detroit, as chosen by census tracts, are Only one-quarter had seine nings in 196

About two-thirds of tidtvelfere recipients arid 8(i pa-
, cent of the nonrecipients were working at least 35 hours

/1!ier week (p. 120). Any marked increase, in income for
most of these heicli of households, therefore, would have to
come from increased wages rather than increased hours of
work. The Miller -Berman finditigs confirm on thei micro
le'el what Levy found on the macro levehlow-income 4-
heads of households are not too likely to leave poverty by
increased hours of work because they already work regular
hours (Levy, p. 44ff.).

,Another study ooinparing female welfare recipients and
low-incoote working mothers who 'were heads of house-
holds wae carried out by Samuel Klausner (1972) in
Camden. N.J.. in 1969. Originally. thellim was to coppare.
WIN participansts with nonwelfare'working mothers. AFDC
respondents were-chosen from official welfare records on
the basis of their fulfillingWIN referral requirements: This
restriction. ?educed .the number of resPoidents available
and necessitated the researcher's asking Soicial workers for
additional names, which compromisedathe 'representative-
ness of the sample (see vol. 11, p. A-2ff.). Finally, only 45 of
the 447 welfare recipients IiiterviewecLactually rtered
WIN, ther.eby vOidinfany meaningful study of WIN mpact

Selection of .the nonw&fare comparisaigrotip as even
more-p,robleniatical with respect to representativ ness than
was choosing the welfare group. It was obtained by ask-
ing for names of low-income persons from organizations

-dealing with them-, et,, the Public Housitig Atithority.
Eventually, the research project interviewed 102 low-in-
come working mothers, most of them residing in public
housing (vol. II,'pp. A-2ff.).

Unlike the Miller and Lerman mple ofewelfare recip-
lentsf, those in Camden were necessaril emploged.

In that

predominantly black and because the sample was so pre-' sense, they ar more typical/Of the <velf are population at

dominantly black, no analysis by 'race is offered by the, large. What emerges agai 'in the Camden' data is that the

authors.
There typically' are sampling problems in studies of

low-income and welfare persons because of difficulties in
gaining permission of welfare age/Vies and recipients for
int erviews.and in locating poor persons. The authors are
'aware of, litnit at ions in their own efforts (p. 37) and; while
the-results.cannot,' in a strict'sense, be generalized to ati
Detroit much less the country, t hey contribute to a pattern
of findings that-emerges from this alit! othp-stadies:

Two general findings emerge from the ata. First, wages'
and kinds of jobi,as well as job pals and previous'
family back,ground (e.g., whether parents were
iirvorced), do not differentiate welfare recipients from
tionreciPlints,(pp. 111ff., l'63ff.). Second, what do' dis-

, tinguish nonrecipients from 'those on welfare are higher
leyels of education, fewer childrenonly one-third of thgr
nonrecipients lcolnpared with over half of those on

..I.ovelfare)- had two to fcnir childrenand greater resources
,to fall back on when laid off from work. (Only, 5 percent
of female recipients could fall biek savingis, whereas 16
percent of nonrecipients could do so (pp. 65,. 41).) Hence,
the-study fails to locate a group of persons not on welfare
who are identical to welfare recipients.

nonwelfare mothers ha e Mete resources han do tie
welfare mothers. Thus 3 Fpeicent of the for er received
child support paymen , as against 19 percent he'wel fare

mothers; and 14 rcent of the former received social
seciiity paymentt as against 5 percentof the welfare
mothers (p. VI-4 . These findings might imm obvious in
that a family h s to 'be especially deprkved in order to
receive welfare, he.point, however, is tat researchers are
unable to find !specially deprived families who reject

Overall, the!mothers on welfare have-aboif the same
monthly income as the working, mothers, but, as in the
Detroit data, the size of the household is smaller among
working mothers-3.5 versus 411.7 penal* per household
(p. VI-8), The per capita income of welfare fernlike is
only about 60 percent of that of working families. Were
were a.few working mothers who, monetarily, could have
done as well (or a little better) on welfare as they could by
working. (p. VI-I1), Their were probably influenced not
to go on welfare by feelings of stigma associated with that

'program (p. VIII-7).
Measures of attitudes toward welfare, jobs, and family

size were made. during the study. No major differences
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were observed between the welfarend nonwelfare groups
(p. VIII). In additionan effOrt was Made to.probe the
undeying psychology of, respondents. Projective
measures were ,introduced, asking the subject to draw a'
picture of a person and tell stories about other pictures
(vol.I II, p. D7)t Analysts octhese k lids of responses
(based upon .otandarized . scoring procedures) enabled
trained investigators to assess such characterisricstas a
person's ability to crape ,With difficulties and extent of
uturd time' perspectiveconcern ,with future, fonse- ° While the sample drawn is not respresentat lye ofquences of present actions. interestingly entltigh',. the welfaie and Tow-income persons in general; to the' ext entwelfare recipients had more of a future time orientation that findings are consistent with other data on poor peo:than did the other group, a finding running counter to the pie, they can be Takeo as supporting the validity, of those
speculation,of Banfieldand others that lack of future orien- data. Findings that are unusual would peed to be checkedtition causally leads to poverty (vol. II, p. D10). The prof -, in further research efforts
ect also administered a test of intelligence, on. which
AFDC mothers scored lower than the other mothers, but
were in the normal range .(vol 11, pp D20, D32).

The' attempt ,to discover whether welfare acceptance is
associated with some grosssychological differences from
other's is certainly 'appropriate(- The conclusion drawn
from the results was that there was nd evidence of gross
psychological diffIrences between recipients of welfare
and others (vol. II, p. D32). Similarly, there Were no sig-
nificant relations between the psychological measures and
work activity of -the welfare mothers (vol. II, p. D32).
These negative findings suggest that welfare recipients are
like other people:but siiffer from more difficulties and
fewer resources than Others. Moreover, there is no. evi:
deuce from eithehhe Klausner or.the Miller and Ferman
'studies of the existence of a unique and large group of tier-
son,s -whd. are identical to welfare recipient r in education,
earnings potential, monetary resources, and family size
and who choose tq reject welfare..

Two. other studies compare welfare and nonwelfare
groups. One was directed by Harold Feldthan (1972) in
upstate New York. The other, which is discussed,,first,
Was conducted by Thpmpson and Miles. It involved inter-

views with about' 6,000 persons who were supposed td
represent low-income and welfare heads of households

A
r,

questionable, These-were to be heads of families desig-'
nated as poor by Departme0 Of Labor criteria at the same
17 sites (vol; 2, p. 6). Names of persons at the different_

dsites'were requeased from such agencies as the employment
service or public' housing projects. When a respondent was
unknown at the address provided by an agency, the -inter:
viewer might go to a nearby residence to see if the head of
that household fit the criteria of the study .(vol. 4, pp. 16ff:).

Thompson. and Milts attempted to.deterinine if there
were personality differences .between welfare and non-
welfare adults, as well as personality factors that affected
employment. They choose to use attell's Sixteen Per-
sonality Factor Questionnaire, which, is a widely used in-
strument. Although data on its ,validity is not readily
available (see Aar, 1972) and thefe is no evidendelat-
ing scores on thNwestionnaire to, wove performance of
welfare recipient s, it is °worthwhile to explore the useful-
ness of these kinds of measures. They administered the
questionnaire to about half. of their total sample and then
stop" because of resistance to ans+veririg questions (vol. #
1, p..84). The representativeness of the results is thereby
thrown' into question. But in any case, most striking
finding is that welfare recipientiiall within the average
range of scores, as specified by .the test authors, on 12 of
the personality variables (voi) 5, pp. 56:57).

Deviations from the average occur wit hrespect to feel-
ing,more suspicious'of others and being more' lacking in
self-confidence. Such findings are readily explainable on
the basis of AFDCrecipients' negative social experiences,
having to go on welffe in Particular: Of greater signifi-
cance is that welfare recipients are in -rfie average range
with respect to `undisciplined self-conflict," "tensetiess,"
and "emotional stability." Welfare status is notdirectly,across the country. Concern was with theorient at ions of.; onnetted with gross personality deviancy.

respondents towards jobs and family life. The difficulty The authors do find some personality-differences whenof sampling relfare persOns, which is great enough at olf.e a, parison, is made among welfare recipients, forMer`
site, is increased many times..When numerous St!tes and recipients who are now working, aild low- income personslocales are involved. . . 140 never on welfare. They report that', among white women,'Thompson and Miles (1972) encountered difficulties in the Welfare recipients are less confident and less secure
obtaining permission from welfare agencies ,to contact thin are'former recipients who are working of those never

, clients (vol. 4, p. 10ff.). peir aim was to surveywomen on welfare (vol. 2, p. 85). Specific data on this matter, in-
who had been AFDC recipient s for 5years or more as well 'chiding numbers of respondentsiere not *.provided. But
as those who had left AFDC -because oremployment. again, it makes sense lift those who haye failed in the
Other groups to be interviewed included meri and women work world, are not all secure as those who have had some
on general assistance (welfare provided by local and State success. There is no indication, of Psychological pathology

.gover ents), those who had
low4ncome heads of househo
welfare. Some Stites that fail
access to 'welfare records h
*tidy; lessening the repr'esen

representativeness of t

eft assistance rolls, and in such results.
who had not been on . Thompson and Miles organized their data so as to

ta cobperate, in providing answer : the questions of whetherwelfare recipients differ
to be dropped from ,the from nonreciVients or whether workers differ from non-

atiVeness of the sample. workers with reapect to certain attitudinal responses or
welfare and former welfare -demographic characteristics°. Attitudinal responses,'

.sample from 17 sites is open to qiiestion, the sample of; usually in a dichotomoiii, agreeldisagree format, can pro-.
nonwelf ate, lOw-income heads of households is even more vide some usefql insights. Thuvamotig black. women, 27

,
-
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percenton welfare agrepdthat want to be 4 housewife,
not a worker." Only 19 Percent ofthenonwelfareinOthers
agreed (vol. 3, p. 26). There is an import/Int/ irrtplication
here; namely, than a substainial cif-welfare
mothers arc concerned about st aying-home,Andtlobting

%.

- t , -7,4,
-..,

toward lifeffamily, and.evork. This broad orientation: might;
have been, labeled "family cakmmitment.", .

The second point isthat the way 'Thompson and Miles
chose t o present their data implies amulfivariate analysis.
Thai is, they wish td know what mariablesineluding.-

after their children. . ...,s .-e .i- responses to attitudinal items and dabOgraphic *mac, ,
.v. '. ., ' . ..L., ,

Such a finding is consistentWitfi that pro4cledby),Feld_ teristics such as educational leveldist iiIguish _Welfare:: -,"...i.
man. Sixty -three percent of the W o m e t z i n it i4ssaitiple.ii idt-, frofri non welfare. persons, Welfare, versus ilonweltaie
sated 'positive' relations WitCffireirnchitdrett .0 their --okould be the dependent variable an'd.tIxe others the inde-
great est source of satisfaction; only. r3 per mentioned a pendent variablei in a multiple regression equation. 'The
job.-(p. 135). Klausner in his 'sfildy found a"portion of solving of the equation would then-reveal the extent to

- swonien who prefeired to stay at home, whom he called which a possible orientation, such as "family .commit-
"traditifinalists." Goodwin' (190724, in a study-discussed mem," is directly related to welfare status, with,7other
later if this monograph, found that welfare women'notin ,yariabIN TO as level of education, being controlled'. .

WIN ranked the statement "getting alopg well with yaw Without this kind of mtiltivasiable analysis, it is not
family" 'higher than the statement "having a job that .is possible to tell; fcir onething, whether ceitain attitudinal
well-paid" (p. 149). WIN women gqeihe reverse rank- :1 differences between welfare and nonwelf are persons are
ing. These scattered findings suggest the need for a better merely the of educafionir differences. What the

.understanding of the f ami ly.-work relationship among ' Thompson and Mile? study has to off er, t heref ore, it some
roly-income women indesigning moreeeffective efforp to interesting insights rather than substantial coiicluSions on

*involve them in jobs. which to base whey: : '..
AThompspn and Miles find a positive relOion between The Feldman study complements certain findings

welfare status and delinquency of the Childrendliol. 3, p., _already. mentioned. He conducted interview with about
ii). It is not possible tosay from this analysi wh er -1,300 female heads of households in upstate New York, of

'delinquency is ass
4 withIhe love
-families. Delinq
behavior, The won

ated %vial welt arc acceptan ash uch whom about 400 previously had been on welfare and thei
social-economic status of welfare , othYrs were,tat that time on welfare (1972, p.17), Each

ncy is "Itirelated to patents' work family had to contain at least one teenager, but the heads
activities of welfare mothers did not were to eiiti b it different employment and ,marital

interfere with their child-briented activities, such as help- statuses. Rather thansearching for comparison group of
ing children with their homework (vol. 3, p. ii). low - income perions never on welfare, as in the Miller and

While the ThoMpson and Miles findings are of'some in- Ferman study, Feldman c,ouipaied those on Weifuetvith
terest, their efforts could have been muctiVnore productive those who had left welfare: iThe fact that a family was
if they hd done t wo things: (1) Clustered the attitudinal able to leave *elf are, however; almost automatics
items, rather than analyzing them one at a time and(2)" means /hat the :fire-better off than those en Welfare, so
conducted a multivariate analysis rather than merely, -pre- that comparability is limited)
tenting a large number of fourfold tables.

These'two points will be examinerObriefly beta
criticism applies to some. degree to the Felthl1ant
Klausner studies as well as some, others to be Mention
Moreover, the issues involved bear significantly on

IL Sampling for the study invulY.ed use of ebunty welfare
the lists of ,1)oth welfare and forinerwelfare recipients. By in-
nd chiding enough counties in the ittudy, ,Felman was able to
cf.. obtain substantial numbers of respondents in the welfare- 4
he .:. nonwelfare, work-nonwork, and husband-nonhusband

design of future research that will move beyond the categories (p.17). . .

limitations of past studies. Information is lost by esing Feldman presents considerable demographic datti.olO(n, /,
dichotomui ratings (yes or no) for attitudinal items. It is' hi sample, which Thompson andWiles. unaceouniablY
better to use a rating scale of four' or mei% steps. fail to db. And we see again, as in the MilleoFerman and
Responses to any individual item usually involve a great A lausner studies, that the eitiplayed have ntoretr ourees
dea1.40 error, 'which means that the responses -hare low, to begin witIi. Thus Feldman found that theemp oyed.ex;
reliability.' That is, persons tend to be inconsistent in') welfare mothers had the highest level ofed on ih the
,answers to single questions because of ambiguities in the sample (10.7 years), while those presently nn elfare and
wording, eta In order to counter, this, one prefers to be unemployed had the lOwest (9.6. years (p. 25).,1flop...
able to average the ratings of several items designed to imployed mothers'. had More preseh I chlkkert thin
measure the same'general issue. , :'employed Ones, and those on w Ifare had more

preschoolers than those tormerly,oti elf are-(p. 39). .
.

tk. The ex-welfare mothers who had,inarriea and were .
working had substantially higher per Capita family in- ..-

comes than the mothers on welfare.(p. 37). Here again, as
f .

in the Levy analysis, it is
a

clear that .a ,major, way out of
poverty for a low-incorne'mother is cPmbining her earn-
ings with those of a 'husband. Not all the exlwelfaxe

. mothers worked, and the per capita income tor- the
families of these,nonworking mothers was about the Same

A statistical procedure for "clustering items "needs to
, be introduced in order fomatimure that the items are, in

fact, measuring'the same topic. By haying several items,
moreover, the meaning of the topic being measured is more
clearly recognizable. Thompson' And Miles did not adopt
this procedure. Hence /there is no way of judging the
reliability of any sin* item, sucif as, "I want to be a hake !
wife, not a worker." ,In addition, 'this item might have.
clustered with others that would suggest a bread orientation

e
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as that of. welfare families (p.37). pl'esumatly these
Mothers; preferred to look after their kusbmd and
childreurratherthan earn additional inconie. Art here is
evidence that these women ,found more pogitive relation-,
ships with their husbands than did employed women (p.

° 198). Whether a wife's staying at honie increases accord
or whether marital discord encourages women to go out
and workcannot be determined from the data. The find-

'ing does suggest the need to deVelop a "fimily commit-
ment" measure that would better .elueidate the basis for
labor force acitivity of- Mothers.

As mentioned earlier, all tRpthers in the study gained a
great deal of satisfaction froillitheir children (p. 136). The
investigator asked the:mothers a series of questions abdut
specific parent-child relations to find out how highly ttl,
children think of their mothers and also inquired about
how well the children'get along witkttfeir peers and Ow,
happy they are. While these items are divided into
subgroups and scores of. individuals are averaged, there.is
no evidence that a statistical clustering of the items was.
undertaken. The clustering appears to have been done on
the basis of' the investitator's best judgment, not backed,
up by statistical analysis that would show ttat tespon-
dents really were answering the items in a similar ,fashiod.

The responses do seem to be consistent and have face
validity. They suggest that wockingrnothersdo not per-
ceive their employeet activities having much negative'
effect on their children (p. 140). Nonworking'inothers .

perceive a larger negative effect on their children if they' ;

worked. These perceptions did not seett to be infludieed
by whether/here was ahusband ifs the household (p.) 76). c m(The study did not determine whette- effects of working
werefrom the child's viewpoint.) .

When wives were asked about their relationships with

. ,
Vovides More insight into the life stylebtlibor.persons liv-

ing in a poor community.
Fitchen shows ifamly,-upheaVals and lack of

resources make it difficult for 'people to-plan ahead and
keep long -term jobs. Hence they tend to obtain low,-
skilled janitorial,or factory jobs .rather.thati get trading
for jobs that pay more but require.continuing and punctual
attendance. Fitchen foundthesepeople,tote insecure and
to think poorly of themselves. SO goes on: "This low
self-image-is deflved from their cumulative failures in so
Many aspects of their lives and is magnified and reinforced
by their, knowledge that society shuns them. as 'trash' " (p.
vi). The study di s not deal directly with WIN or the ex-
periences of WI part' ipants so is not of dir:ect value.
in setting WIN policy. the need for a par-
ticipant obser WIN expErienees.

Even with this e recipients of welfare;
have less resources sold more family res*sibilities theft
nonwelfare recipients, it nevittheless may beirguedthat
the recipients lack' adequate psychological , orientatidtts.
toWatct.work (not paint. of the traditional personality
weatures used in the studies mentioned), whie may cause

them not to exert themselves educationally dr.t o gain job
skills. A study carried.outNy Leonard Goodwin (1972). '
was aimed explicitly' at the istue40f-eorriparing work
orientations among the poor with 'those among middle-
class persons

-ar

aring Work Orientations

S

of nine clusters Of itemstheir husbands, it was clear, as just indicated, that marital The study involved crepitiott

-satisfaction was not enhancedly thewife's employment. s" "Teas, tumg various orientations toward work. One clutter
was called the wort/4011c. It included 15 items rated an a,:,,The employed women tended to- be more aggressive and
4-stei ag,ree-di vgregiladder. AMong the items were:-lets docile than nonemployed women, perhaps threatening
Harcrwork makes Stra better persbn; I like to work;'youthe man's feeling' of-security (pp.. 2064.). These women
have to. work hard in order to get ahead.. Each cluster wassaw their husbands as less effective than did the women
d. eveloped-throtigh extensive pretesting' with poor groups,wilt) were not employed. Feldman found that emplbyed

..3 including,welfare raipients. And the'final measures werewomen gain considerable satisfaction,from their jobs (as
found to be applicablalWand reliableo; middle-class-as"well as from tlieir c hildrebj igd 1 ae more confidence in. well as poor groups (p 1 16ft.. ) a SI- -,their abilities than do nonwaking mothers (p. 220).

. .. . .

the data Feldrhan gathered. For example. it could have
A multivariate analysis would have more fully exploited One set ..of respondents consisted 144250 long44rm

welfare mothers in Baltimore and their teenage sons!
been valuable to determine ,the, extent to which the Another set consisted of almost 800 middle -class families ,
woMen'spIychological characteristics (e.g., ,oritidence. in in. the_f

or mothers, fathers, and teenagesons or daughters-.
cit y and suburbs of Baltimore, with separate inter-

-,,their own abilities) are.rAated to work behavior when other viewsv
A third et consiked of about 1400 WIN participants atfactors such as education anfLpumber of children are con- f .4

trolled. '. a
project ,was . weak in its statistical

,, # . : .
six different-skes around the courttry., And a fourth set .

If the Feldmin was the WIN staff at those six sites. EAch group sated-the.
analysis, it ,was the ohly one t o look in depth at the lifeex- same itemsedlato Measure the severs work orientatirs,
periences of a group of women living in "Road junction.3. while WIN staff and the suburban BaHmore.respondaits
As part of the project, Janet Fitchen (1972)entered this were asked in addition to give the rat ingsdthat they
small,ipo6r community in upper New York State. originally .thought welfare persons in the WIN Program-would give.

.. -as a tutor for the children. She later used her acceptance in The work ethic score for each of these groups v, high.the commupity of'30 families as a basis for carrying out he No statistically significant differences were foun mongdetailed study of life activities and experiences there:Com- . the mean values given by any of the adult groups (p. 112).
pared with the brief Survey interviews, this kind of study,' Several ways of checking for respondent bias were in-

f
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tradiiceji. One consisted of having interviewers of different
race, class status, and sex' carry out the personal interviews
among the But inaire welfare recipients. It was found that
recipients tended to give *her work ethic responses to
tle-class white interviewers than to black inter-

, _
ers. Only the responses to",the latter interviewers

w ed. There-were still no significant differences be-.
tw elfare respondents ..pd otheis on the-work ethic
scale (.36).

110--
. Life goals, such as having a goad job, haVing good

my relations and having good health were rated on a
alfour-step ladder with best way of life p the top and worst

. way of life at the bottom. The same gotta ems clustered
for poor as for more afflueniversons, and the average rat-

.

ings of all the items taken together showed no significant
differences among groups. Thusft he content of life goals
and work ethic are.shared actin-socioeconomic lines, and
the strength of commitment to these values also is shared.

There were differences among groups with respect to
other, orientations. Welfare recipients had decidedly less
confidence in their ability to succeed in thevork world
they tended to agree more strongly with such items as,
"Success in a job is mainly a matter of luck", (p. 83). They
Were strikingly more accepting of weltarereiponding-
'nfore positively to such questions as, "Would you go ok

},welfare if you could not earn5nough to support yourself
- and your family ?" (p. 83)- Goodwin \e.xplained these

differencakas the result ofelfare recipients' experiencing
failure in the work world and indeed.having to accept
welfare. He Conci deci thit, while basic values such as the
work ethic are shared across class lines I iefs about one's
abilities or choices of action. depen' upon the amount ,of
success or failure one has,expe ced in the past.

Whi gs comefrom large numbers'
of individuals, his measures remain to be tested further on
a national sample of-welfare and WIN participants and
piddle,class respondents. Findings of low confidence, of
welfare people are consistent with those of Fit chen in her

v

9'

stud); of a small, poor community, of Thompson and
Miles, and of Feldman.

.

In Summary
.

Research has, shown the following- about theorknta-t
t ions and work experiences of welfare recipients:

1. Welfare recipients do not differ markedly from other
Americans with respects to .general personality charac-
teristics or with respect to the work ethic and basic life
goals. Where differences do occur e.g., welfare recipients
having lower self-confidencethey can be, attributed to
the recipients' continuing experience of failure.

2. There is no clearly differentiated gioup of poor per-
sons 'who are juit like welfare recipients but refuse to take
Welfare. Recipients generally have less education, less job
potential, more medical difficulties, add inbre dependents
than do those not on welfare.

3. While there is substantial movement in and out of
poverty, the chances of a low-income (arid especially
black) gamily headed by a woman permanently moving
out of poverty are much, less than they are for a family
,with a male head. This is not because welfare mothers
refuse to Work. Many of .them do work for varying
periods of time, but they are not able to command a high
enough salary in relation to the number of people in the(
families.

4. Some welfare mothers prefer to remain home to take
care of 'their families rather than work.' While low-in
working mothers do not feel that they disadvantage eir
children by working, there is some evidence that working
strains their relations with their husbands.

These results indicate that most persons are on welfare
because they cannot earn enough in spite of their efforts to, .
tapport their dependents. The next question is whether a
work-training program can help.
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3. IMPACT OF OIrkfPUT EMMASIS

Does WIN markedly help welfare recipitriz: ,btain jobs
and leave welfare? This query moves the discussion from a
concern only with the characteristics of the recipient and
job market systems (chart I. ch. 1) to a concern with hoW
the components of the delivery system affect the charac-
teristics of welfare recipients and their employability in the
job rnalott.. Studies in this .area 'are divldid for conven-
ience into t wo groups. Ale first, reviewed in this; chapter,,
'tends to emphasize how the characteristics of WIN partici-
pants and the WIN components (inputs') are relatedto syb-
sequent-wolk experiences (outputs) of thoseprticiparili:
The second group of studies, reviewed in chapter 4.tends to
emphisize what hapiiins4in the WIN experience andshow it
affects the orientations of participants,

ti

WIN *I Results

One of the early studies tryin'g to relate WIN partici-
pants' characteristics to success in WIN and the work force
was carried out by Thompson and Miles (vol. 5. 1972). It'
built upon their earlier effort, reviewed in the previous
chapter, which delineated the characteristics of welfare
recipients who obtained emplayme'nt and left welfare, as
compared with recipients who stayed on welfare. Their ap-
proach was to see whether the same characteristics that dis-
tinguished perions who had left welfare would also dis-
tinguish successful WIN participants, those who obtained
jobs and left welfare (p. 1). This' $vas a reasonable ap-
proach, a-n(1.1,200 black and white women entering WIN at
30 different sites became the init if subjects of the study,

, The subjeits were interviewed dining a 2 -month period
in the summer of 1970, again 6 months later, and then 12
months after they had entered the program. By the dee. of
the third interview, the number of jespondents had shrunk
to 920. Given the difficulties of maintaining, a sample of
this kind over time, this is .a reasonable result.

e' The'measure of success of WIN participants should have
been related solely to their post-WIN experiences. But
only half of the participants had left WIN by the enell2

months. Hence, the measure of success includedparticipa-
non in WIN components. The highest success scores went
to persons who 'had graduated from WIN and obtained well-
paying jobs Intermediate scores went to those enrolled in
various WIN.components.. Lowest scores went 'to persons
who were acttin welfare for:"no good cause" (vol. gyp.
12) The-distribution of scores showed that 'only a quaffEt
of the final sample were working, about half wer still in
WIN, and a quarter had dropped our and were on Ware.

The analysis consisted of determining what other varia-
bles were associated with the success measure. It suffered
from the Same limitations as the earlier study by these
authors: A lank of clumping items to form reliable at-
titudinal measure sc dependence on dichotomouS responses
to quest idiis; and OresenCations of. fourfold tables, looking
at only -two variablia. at a time rather than having a,
multivar iable analysis_ . -

The authors did offer a feW Correlations suggesting that ,

the predictive ability of the variables under consideration
'was small. Thus, the self -confidencemeasure of the Six-
teen Personality Factor Questionnaire was correlated only
-Oil with the success measure (p. 15) The attitudinal'
measures had little relation to success. There were two
items that slightly'distin black women who were
successful from those who were notstrong belief. about
theimportance of a steady job and rejection pf the belief
that luck is more important than hard work for success.

Demographis variables seemed to have some effect on
success. The-higher t heeducat ion of the participant when

,, she entered WIN,-the more likely she was to be working
afterward (pp. 25ff.). Similarly, the more work ex-
perience a participant had before-entering WIN, the more
likely she was to be working afterward (p. 28). These
effects are not very strong, as seen in the fourfold tables,
and that are hardly novel.

Thompson and Miles do present additional findings on'
,the attitudes bf participants toward WIN. Thet discover
that takingpart in WIN has sdrne beneficial effect on par-
ticipants' feelings about themselves and on their children'),' .

But this effect is independent orWhet her they obtain jobs
(p. 62). Overall, little light is thrown on the reasons for
success of WIN participants.



' Another study; directed hi Alin Richardson tt975),
remedied! the 'detect of short-range followup./lt involved
interviews with forther WIN participants up to 2 years
after yhey had left the program. The focus wasin youth,
because it was thought that yOung people provided a
special problem. Thirteen sites around the country were
select the basis oheir having high 'orflovtdropout
and plai ent rates for young participants. Each site was-
visited in .1973 in order to compile lists of names and ad -,
dresses of persons 16 to 21 yearscrld wilt had been in WIN
during the trod 1971 to 1973. Ir. .

It was diered at that point that the eriteria'for drop-
outs and, to some extent, placements were not consistent
across sites--es., what Was called a "dropout" at one site
was elaAsified as ,"other" at another sr , I i

'same elite:6a' across sites showed that youth w pot
droppirie out at any greater rate than were other and,
moreoV thaettiere-were very few participants und 18
yearso e (p. 9). Hence the sites chosen for study di not
const it e 4 meaningful sample. Technically; the results
cannot/be generalized. But when seen in.t he perspective of
other ties, these results contrible to cettaiii general
patte nstf findings.. .

4 Th -basic data consist of interviews-with 518 *wilt'
and the age of 22 who had participated in 'WIN up to 2
year prior to the interview. e of the striking findings
was the great program diff across sites. For exam-
ple at site B (41 resp s), more than one-third of the
res ndents had some vocational training, Ogly one -tentfi
froin site E (24 respondents) had such training.. Such a
finding is specially pertinent in rel5tion to what happened
to part icipants after leaving WIN. Almost nine-tenths of
those from site E entered laboring jobs, With none entering
w ite-collar jobs.. Rom- site` B, on te other hand, only
a ut one-fifth` entered laboring jobs, arld almost half en-
t ed white-collar, jobs (p6, 192). These kinds oflind-
i gs suggest that different WIN sites .adopt different
styles with respect to training and placing narticipants in,
jabs. Such styles may be based on such factors is judg-
ments about the local labor market, requirements set -by
the WIN director's superiors,,,and resources avaclaye to
the WIN site. This wide site variation is emphasized also
in the Schiller studies, to be mentioned in a moment. The
point is that, by pouting data from -sites using very;
different approaches.or operating in very different con-
texts, one may obscure positIve relationships between
training components and job achievements that are occur-
ring at a few sites: r

following WIN termination, 61 percent of those who had
participate in OJT reported that they were working.) Par-
ticipation in vocational education while in WIN increased
employment afterward by 5 percent (p. 190). Being white,
male, and a high school graduate each added 5 percent to
the probabilty of working immediately after WIN (p. 190).

A less sanguine picture emerges from consideration of
'labor force activity 30 months after leaving 'WIN. -Par-
ticipation in OJT increases the probability of longer term
employment only 4 percent (pp. 121, 195). Participation.
invocational education adds nothing to the probability of\
longer term employment (p. 195), and none of the other
WIN components have any independent and positive'
effect (p. 195). However, small positive effects of being"
male, white, and a high school graduate continue,

One can interpret the very meager impact of WIN cora-
pone s on the longer term employment of participants as
bei the-result IfifAroor sampling, heterogeneity (3f sites,
an the youth oft he part ieipants. All t hese factorsproba-
bly contribute to the result.' However, the author offers
another explanation,'wliich also probably has some .
validity. She proposes that ,the initial advantages pro-
vided by OJT and vocational education ;`are later
swamped b1 the More immediate circumstances of day-to-
daf ii4g:factors such as employers' atritudes toward

-young, felatively inekperienced workers, labor market
conditions, and childbearing" (p. xiii).

There is one major effect on long-term employment' hat
Richardson does not stress. Those-wilt were working at
the time of WIN terminaticiw.were 20,,percent more likely
to be working over the long term than was the average.
member 'of the;,a- ample (P. '195). .This 'difference occurs
even while pre-WIN work experience his no bearing on
subsequent employment. There is alto a.5-percent increase
in the probability of longterm work effort on the part of
Persons who spent 10 or more months in -WIN (p. 195).
-Hence, WIN apparently, has helped certain persons gain

'kinds o kills that enable them to obtain and hold onto
jobs, ev n though-it is not possible to identify those skills,
dr trace the positive effects toparticipation in specific
WIN components.

. . .
Before any hard conclusionr about WIN are r.qicheil, it

is necessary to, consider the other studies thet, sought to
relate participant charsbteristics and WIN triining com-
ponents,to post-WIN labor fprce act ivit y:410proof these =

was conducted by Bradley Schiller (1972). Deka were col-'
lectld during 1971'42 from 36'sites around the country,
chosen on the basis of differing unemployment rates,
geographical!locat ion, and effectiveness ea:ff ograMS as

in ofmeasured by an index that combined the ex-
tent of employment preparation, job plaCement, and
qu4it y of job pIacement among WIN participants. The
-Precise method of Site selection is not deseribedin detail.
In anyeali,Schiller aid his colleagueSspent about a w
at each site in order to gather data about theisite and into
view a total of 635 ,WIN persons. Presumably, the latS r

,represented a stratified, random sample of N current,
participants, graduates, and d s (p. C. . How this
kind of sampling was shed is *seri . -

Given the4mall number of WIN interviews at any Site;

There is a complementary use of bothitaliulaf material
, and regression analysis in the RicharAson study: The

regressir results shove the extent to which WIN coinpo-
nents, site, age, sex,, etc., influence such matters as job
placement and wages. A positive relationship was found,
between immediate job placement and having participated
in Of14 he-job training (OJT). articipants across all sites
who had taken OJT (N ) had 15 percept greater
chance of working folio g WIN termination t did
those in the sample as a ple (p. 190) : (Or p nother
way, according to Richardson, while 4.4 percent f the 'total
group of 518 respondents reported that they we working

'14
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it is difficult to se% hoW one would obtain a representative
sample of persons in these three categories, Wor example,
only 40 interviews were conducted at he Los Angeles site,
wheee there were morrthan- 6,000 enrollees.) As in the

',ether studiessampting difficulties would throw doubt on
novel findings, if such were to.be observed, but could help.
strengt hen patterns of findings observed in other stukes.

Schiller devekiciesi sr means of measuring the effective-
ness of WIN si basedon criteria set administrators on
he one hand an srticip is on the other. The measures

.werestightly diftere for the two groups, administrators
giving greater emphasis job placement and participants
more to employnient preparation. The two other criteria
were qualityof job placemenknd completion of the WIN
Program (pp. 24-25)..On the basirof interviews at the sites,
Schiller created an effectiveness rating_for each site and

0 then tried to determine what factors Weze relateoto it A
. wide range of effectiveness scores was obtained. And in the

regress' n analysis, using first die administrators' view of
effec enesand7hen the participants', Schiller found that

signifiCailftior actors were characteristic's of the par-
ticipants the vet (sex, educa(Iltn, race) and the amount
of community support for WIN,(p. 36);WIN Program tom-
pononts did not significantly enter into the equatiOns.

The other major consideration was what affected the job
placement of individual participants: The only variable
connected with the WIN'effort that approaches statistical
significance WAS interagencylelitionsle., relations be-
t wafthe WIN and welfare off* (p.39). Measures of
placeneactivity of WIN staff or Supportive servicerdid
'not signgie.antly affect job4glacement. Another measure
external to WIN' that proVed to be significant was the
unemployment rate at each site (table B-3.). Hence puce
Again, the variables that have some impact on job place-
ment appear to be those outside the WIN effort itself.

Thereris some uncertainty as to the 'adequacy of the
mtasire of job placement_ It was apparently a dichotomous
variable (working or not working) based upon a report of
WIN staffabout each participant in the study.' There may
have been instances in which WIN dropouts who got jobs
on their own were later classified by WIN staff as "fuc-

. cessfully" placed 'by WIN. Such antirrence would
diline the possibly significant effects of WI training in the
regression analysis. In trying to account for the quality of
job placement for WIN participants, Schiller came up with
the same finding that no WIN activities were significant (ta-
b1es-3) (and there is the same caveat about the accuracy of
the data).

At the same time, Schiller reported that 76 percent of
WIN participants who completed training obtained jobs at
termin'atiOn. Only 19 percent of those who dropped out of
WIN prematurely had found jobs (p. 45). WIN, therefore,
had a positive effect on those who stayed-with it. The ques-
tion arises as to why this kind of result did not appear in the
rbgression equations. One reason isthat the training varia-
ble in those equations was based upon respondents' subject
five evaluation Of' how. satisfied they felt with training,
rather than ion whether they had actually completed a train-

TMr yea provided by Bradley Schiller in a letter of M6_19. 1976
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ing program .2 Also, relatively few WIN participants com-
pleted training (29 pertent) so that errors in measurement
on a small number of persons could have a marked effect in
the regression analysis.

This first Scliillet study emphasized the importance of
factors external to WIN unemploymentrates, interagency
relationt,--influencing job placement of participants. It

also showed, as did iile Richardson study, that, overall',
WIN has a positive impact on some participants. The study
vas unable to connect that impact to participation in any of

the WIN components. Do the subsequent more extensive
studies establish this connection?

WIN I Versus WIN II.
. A second Schiller (1974) project focused primarily on

the job search and work activity of two sets of WIN partici7
pants; those .who had left the program by 1972 and those
who left afterWard. The former wereedesigniited as WIN I
pafticipants, with 72 of the 349 interviewed having been in
the first Schiller' study. Those'whb left WIN after 1972
were designated as WIN II participants. The distinctiori ".

resit upon the implementation in 197.2 of 'the Talmadge
amendments to the WIN4ggislation, Which mandated
greater emphasis on job placeineint and less emphasis on
training.

A total of 571 persons were interviewed in 16" cities
around the country between September 1973 and February
1974, covering a period of up to lyears after WIN termina-
tion for some respondents (p. 2). No informaticin wassup-
plied on how the cities were chosen or the individuals
selected for interviews, except that 72 respondents were
part of the earlier study. Presumably, hOwever, this was

mdyne on some reasonable basis. ,

A great deal of job search activity was found. The most
frequently used sourcesfor job Le.84A were -want,ads, direct
contact with employers, and friends (p. 21). But among
those who got jobs, WIN Was the most frequently used
source of leads, accounting for one-third of the jobs ob-
tained (p. 26). Friends, relatives, hid direcf contact' with.
employers accounted for almost haTf of the jobs, while the
employment service accounted for only 6 percent (p: 26).

In the course of examining joblearch, the labor force ac-.
tivities of the sample were'explpred. Regression analyses
1,47e conducted, using as the:dependent variable employ-
ment status of respondents (presinnably at time of inter-
view). Men and the more educated shoavd, significantly
highetwemployment. But the effect was not of great mag-
nitude. The variables of sex and education account for less
than 6 percent of the totakv

32).
Vocattiotial training did not

tion. But this variable was Me

ce of emph3yment scores

.;--
ficantly enter the equa-

only,by asking respon-,
dents whether they had taken any vocational training since
leaving high schob1.3 The actual training they received in
WIN and whether they completed a program were not in-
cluded. Hence thoireal impict of thevariable js indetermi-
nate in this study. a swowS

'Itod
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7-When a regression analysis was performed on the offered, for 'example, on using statistical techniqueivtoresponses of 70 personswho had participates in the earlier cluster the items assumed to be part of the "work ethicy,,(pp.Schiller. study and On whom there was longitudinal data, )52ff.). The statistical reliability for that measurF(theonly one 'variable was a significant predictor of current calculations of which are not presented) turned oilt.to be so .employment, and.that was their employment status at the low as to intake the measure meaningless (pp. 320ff.). Thetime of the preelfaus interview in 1971 (p. 54). As in the authors seemed unaware that Goodwin (1972) alreadihadRichardson findings, those WIN participants& who obtain developed reliable measures of work ethic and confidencejobs' immediately tend to continue in gainful-employment. in one's abilities.
I: In some manner, the WIN experience encourages some pars The bulk of the authors' analysis consisted of tables relat-titipants to obtain and hold jobs. ,' , ) ing one variable at a time to successful or unsuccessful

The latter conclusion is reinforced by the second Schiller employment. At the end, multiple regression results werestudy's consideration of the overall employment impactpf presented,- Two dependentivariables were used employ -WIN I versus WIN II. Out of a total of 337 WIN I persons meat at WIN termination and, employment at the time of..' interviewed, 215 had completed their employability plan. interview. Separate equations were computed for WIN i s-4 ,Of that' group, 83 percent were employed. However, only, 'men-and women and WIN JI men and women, making eight34 percent or those who had dropped out of WIN were .. equations altogether (pp. 324-25), .
employed (0. 7). Afiong WIN II participants, no distinc- The,e ions showed very few significant predictors oftion :wai 'made between drOpoets and completfrs of, e nt status..The self-confidence measure had a sig-- e oyability plans because Schiller found little in the way nificant, but small, effect only for WIN. I men, t teNdna-Of mployability plans in operation (p. 9). The fact that tion. The health status of these men negatively affectedo y 58 percent of the WIN I1 terminees were employed at their employment. Hokenson and others pointed out thattine of interview (p.. 7) suggests that WIN I training added Many Suffered frOm alcoholism, drug use, mental healthmething to the employment, capability of welfare recip- problems, and police records (p.,35). The presence of alents which was'as lost in WIN H.

* spouse in the home was positively related to employment of,.4 The earnings of the WIN 1 and WIN H respondents are both men jind women at WIN termination. Each of theseriot- presented. Schiller probably found...no significant effects was small. The authors did not present a stepwisedifferences, however,, since in a subsequent se$tion in- multiple regression analysis to indicate the contribution of&vestigating the correlates of onWes earned, he does not -each variable to explaining the variance in employmentkireport membership in one or thefotheigronp as a significant scores. (The Ra figures presented, around 0.25.fot WIN IJ varii' ble. The variablesthat are significant in influencing . persons- aAd1).14 for WIN II persons, are not interpretable,wigts among all teapots,itt full; time jobs are sex incl since they are based upon the contribution of all 17 varia-.,

education...yet-they account for only about 17.percent of the . bles when only a few are statistically significant.) .variance iji wages -(p. 43). With-respect to job tenure, the The major point fire is*that such variables as WIN basicon*Pkignificant predictor was the length of tim`since.the education, and vocational training and such'demographicparsoa had left WIN (p. 49). ' d'ariables as edupgion_and family size do-not affect employ-
.4tilese findings add little new to an understanding of fac- ment, at termination from WIN. Hokenson and others

_ - ,tots affecting employmen\ of WIN participants. Schiller did fowid, how r, that 84 percent of the women who coin;-pint out that WIN staff had consistently emphasiz/d the pleted,vocAnal training in WIN I obtained jobs at ter?
importance of "client motivation," in obtaining jobs (p. 34). minat ion.":Conversely, only-43 percent of the 35 women._
This suggests that unmeasured Variables are accounting for . who started but failed, to complete vocational training, and
a large poqiokpf the job success of WIN persons. It alio is merely 53.percent of the 69 women who did not enter omit-

_ 'possible that, by looking across-many WIN sites, -one is tional, training, got jobs at termination (p. 194). Similar
"averaging tut" significant results achieved at one dr a few +r results were observed for these women with respect tosites

.
,

, ..: employment at followup (p, 195). Among the Sig[ men,.
,

tkrewareno marked effeCt out vocational t , butA study focusing on Ongle area, Ramsey'tount); (St.
that may have been The resat of relatively few (wily One-Paul); Minn,, was, completed resentillh by .Earl Hokenson
quarter of 153 men) entering hat component (p.'194).I- and others (197h).' Personal int -,iews were concluded in The question arises as to why vocational edit cation did. \1974 with 313 men and women who had terminated WIN
not Show up ai a significant predictor ofemploymentiln theduring 1910-72. This grottp.consitined the ,WIN I sample.
multiple regression equations I1 I *Omen. TheThe WIN 11 sample consisted of 508 inch and women iNhit
authors did not address the issue. It it likely that theydid, had terminated the pro im since 19.72. . .., -,jir,

,.- not distinguish between those who entered and thote whoJ''' 'The inithors made effort tp Measure attitudinal varia-, compieted,vociaronal training. enmbining those catego-bles. The measures were intuitively reasonable. And one ries *bad dilute the st istical impact of vocational train,/far' t expect the extent of WIN terminees' employment to ing on employment. I is also possible that other variables"be elated to the degree to which they valued' the work included in the equition,,such u level of edutation, arerek. -.net , had confidence in their abilities, and experienced job, kited to the effects of trthuing. Those women who seemedsatisfaction. The way in which the authors created these to WIN staff better able to profit from vocational training,,measures,, however, appears inadequate. No evidence .was including perhaps the better educlitethand more. job ex-
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perienced; might have been assigned to that component' It
could have been useful to explore the relationship of train-
ing to employment in a stepwise multiple regression
analysis.'

In any.case, there is another-indication here that WIN
may hiaPt had a positive impact. Along this same line, there
is-a sharp difference in earnings-between WIN I and
participants. The average monthly gfoss earnings
followup were Moire than $100 greater for those women
who terminated WIN risiih a job than for those who termi-
nated WIN II with a joh. Even those wha terminated WIN
without- a jot; but had, one at followup were earning, an
average of $80 more per montlithan their WIN Ilcovidter-
parts (p 309).,A sirinlar finding is reported for the men -
-There were nb contrbis foeeducation or other variables on
these data. And the findings may indicate only that WIN II
participants were Tess job ready thnwece thine entering
WIN I On the othet 'hand, demographiCtdata on the g
did not inditate 'marked' differences (p. 70f1.); iljeutt. -

,again, as in the Schiller material, there is,a hint of some;
thing positive happening: .is 'WIN etch, which'
emphasized training.

'Returning to:the multiple regression equations, oliifinds,
a really strong variable predictiogemploYmept at foJloW-,
up. This was employment status at the time of Wlist tet-
mination. Those employed .at termination'-A-men 'Ma

-ivoThen from both WIN I and WIN 117-"vetemclIF likely so
be employed later on,i(p. 325), 'his Cinroboc;tesstlie,find-.
ings of Ricbacdson and Schiller ofitthis'point. -And.beCause
prior work activity is unrelated to employment after the
WIN experienceApP. 3Z4:25), there is going suggestion
that the experience facilitated wOratIctiv'ity, 'While these
kinds of resdhs trom any_single study ate, susptct, One is
able' ohave More, cOnfiitence:in their' because they are cot;
roborated by other studies.

, Three other studios also add some evidence
cance of ttie WIN C'ffort as it involved some kincloftlaini0
emphasis. The first was a followup of 121 fotnieWi
participanti inthe Chicago program. Vnderthe direction
of Audrey Smith and olhers,(1975),.they-were interviewed
an average of 18 months after termination. frwmajor fmdint; .

was that thifemale participints had uPgiaded the status of
their: pre)AN4obs. The men had riot done sO(p.14).,.the
authors attribided this result to the,fact,that.the women had
received training, 'whereiii the wen tended' to get:direct jots
p,lacement (p. f21.

The sitond study isi.site differept, an -econometric at-
tempt by Ehrertherg and Hewlett1975) to evaluate on a
national basis the effect of WIN II in 1-0wer.ipg AFDC
meets. An advantage of this kind of effort, which views
W14,residts in relation to total AFDC costs, is that it takes
intd account displacement effectsthe possibility that put-
ting WIN. participants to 'work displaCes
workers .and sends them onto welfare.' The. authors
carefully point put the limitations of dieklata lincrUding
pOssible reportidg errors in the WIN-II-data) they use in
coming to the tentative conclusion that WIN II lowers
AFDC costs somewhat whin some training is pro'ided to
the participants (p. 3). They question the advisability of

... "
.

focusing all effort on placement of WIN participants and
mating back on training (p. 9)°. ,

The-third study was carried out by Michael Wiseman
--) (1976), previously mentioned in chapter 2. It involved he

collection of data from the cases of about' 1,500 AF
mothets and 1,500 fathers.on AFDC-U during the pedod
1967 through 1972. Random samples were drawn each
ear, with information gained about these persons extend-
g for the following 12 months (pp. 20-21) Using multiple

regression, techniques-, Wiseman sourit to account for the
employment. ix,pefiericed V these' persons. Among'
mothers emploYpient 'Wks hindered by the presence of
Young children (,p. :45). Previous job experience, signifi-
cantjy improved chances of-subsequent employment (p.
45). But of most impartance,hufound alignificant positive
effect fromeprevicius employment trainingthrough WIN (p,
45) NObreakdovfn of, training componentrywai possible
fibril tlie data he-liad at'hand.

The-sitiliffon .#inong:she. glen, was s&neihat different .
WIN straining .lead no significant impact on _subsequent ,. ,

kmployment (pp.., 5 -6(14. Thii consistent 'with the tend-
ency for /1/IN men:to lacedtdirectly in jobseV see.

. the A. Smith study, just flu\ ned. A significant contribu-
tiOn war observed, fiprn lie, tr g the men reoeived,
tfough.progranis

,
other than (pp. 58-60). Employ-

'bent was Signifitantly 're'd a the. number of hours
AFDC -U Men cbuld 'work without. losing 4elfare,-ben'efits
was lowered to-the present 100 horij-s pel itonth: _

Furtherhindrances wIke e,experience% Of being fired
',fit-0114,)e halving quit i prey fob.' Having oilier sources
of biome, on- the Thor hanir.Increase employment
possibilities. -neje findings gent the possibility that, as /
men have-negative.exp*riences in the work force, theylend

'..to nose cohfidet(ce a& 'withdraw-from work activity. As
'they gaip suppo.rt.T.,\firoligh harving other sources of itr-
, come-they lie. encouraged to risk further effort in trying
; tg riseinthe woriprie. This kind of interpretation will, be .

expariCled in,e"hapter 6. . ,.
.., .-

- -,.., .
.. .. ,
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.
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Latest MIN II Illgsults

in frying to draw together the findings repotted. in` tt,s.,
chapter, it 'is.appropriate to refer to the most extensiVeeci
sophisticated attempt to evaluate/rib/impact of WIN that
has just been reported by Schiller and others (1976).4 The

-study, 'uses a comparison' group against which to view the
impact 'of 'WIN 41. Almost 2,500 participants and ovtr
2,500 persons in the WIN regittrant poorbut not ftuilicipat-,

in the program were interviewed three times at .78.sites
aerep the Vountry. Thethtte, waves of ipteryiews were e
begun, in March 1974 and.ended in,Septeinber 1975; pro-
viding a longitudinal perspective (pp. Iff.). The basis for'

'The fthat linnet din study o as *Taken 1,) ;rade) Schdler The mud, however was cirrted
nor to three negameat Km. Pacific C oneultants of *Inch Schiller n rewarch director CAMIL rid
KE IRON rknce Sch tally relpinWhie inn the Isuhs and refeeencesare to the
SchAt and ,,then study
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selecting the sites wastiot given, but presumably this-was a
representative sample of all WIN sit%s., Data were pre;
sented to show that the sainple characteristics were iimitar
to those of the nationalWIN population (pp. 50-56). The
basic aim Was to.compare the susbsequeiV job earnings,(also

;weeks worked, weeliS1 oa welfare, and amount of the
welfpre grant) of those who participated in WIN Witt those
who did not. A multiple regression iechnique was used to,
try,to relate the der -'Silent variables just mentioned to par-,
ticipation-irr prop CompOnents and to demographic
characteristics,of the WIN groups. Measures were made in
such a manner as to control for differences across sites (pp. .

200ff )

The impOrtance of a comparison group becomes ap-
parent in 'viewing pre-WIN earnings. One year prior to en-
tering WIN' he comparison group and- partieipant
group had imilar earnings..Six months prior to entering
WIN, the idipantgroup, unlike the comparison group,
suffered a s p loss in earnings. nit subseqiient Pos -WIN
earnings of the WIN participants were, therefore, partly the
result of these participants' having come bic1( to their nor-
mal earning power. This part of.their earnings was).cort-
trolled through use of the comparison group and was not at-
tributed to WIN (pp. 4.ff. and206ff )

hiller and others distinguished five levels of service
pro. ed by,W1N. as follows ( I ) No'serviees. (2) advice
ancl effort id job placement. (3) education, (4) vnc:niyt i1
trau34. and (5) assignment to on-the-job training (OJT ),

public service employment (PSE) (p. 117). Schiller an
others argued reasonably that persons receiving differeM
levels of training should be con sidered,separately They
fojuid that for men only the fifth level of training signifi-
cantly distinguished the WIN participants from the coni-
parison group (p. 120). That is, those men assraned to OJT
OT PSE were earning about $1,900 niore per year than were
their counterparts during the followup period.

Schiller -an& others correct)> presented a caveat with
respect to,those findings. Becaae the followup Perla was
onlys,about 9 months, those 102 ,men (and 204 women)
placed in 0.17 or PSE were sti110 subsidized emptnymeilt
(p. 119). There was no way to''know whether their Jobs
would continue after the svissidy ran out"or whethesi their
earnings would remain the same' (Data froi'a the-previously
mentioned Richardson (1975) study showed that the earn-

.ings impact pf OJT tended to disappear after some 3
months.)

econometric study using macro data; _mentioned' earlier
- 4 Ehrenberg and fiewl in. .1975 ) .which concluded that

11-v.as citassibli responsible for some lessening of AFDC
costs, when some training was provided toparficipaht.

\These findings do not suggest that WIN is about to
resolve the welfare issue. 'The possible reduction of 10 or
$15 a month in.a welfare grant or reduction of a feW weeks
in the time a small percentage of recipients are on welfare
will riot have Major lational impact. The act that the
program does have 41e. poSitive effect, how ver, should k,
not be .ignored. The positive results could pr bably-be. in- /
creased if :the-v.ariables affecting job success were better *,

delineated. 'The study by Schiller and others is disappoint- ,

.ing 'in this respect. In spite of three waVes of interviews
*it h some 2,500 WIN participants and two visits to each of
the 7g sites to'examine program operations, the researchers
obtained little substantial data to indicate what was really
Happening at those, sites thw 15E1 to positive (and negative'
impqt on participants.

.
gle might respond by pointing to the poslive effects that

have been sholvn at least for women through job placement
acivice and vocational tramirog. Presumably. increased
efforts in these areas would lead to increased earnings of
welfare mothers. If this were so, then those sites4n the
study that rered pore Services should have WIN Partici-
pang whollKowed hiper job earnings. At this csuciar
point, the4tudy came up with a blank. No significant rela-
tionshipaS found between the kind and amount of 'services .

offered,at the sites and the subsequent earnings of WIN par: :
rlicipantrat these sites (pp. 159ff ).

This suggests that the pdsitive impact of WIN onpartici-
pants is not being identified adequately by the labels giveh
the service-effortse.g.. "vocational training:: If there
was a standaid, and significant effect from "vocational
training" as such:then the average earnings of graduates
trom sites with large 'programs should Have been signifi-
candy greater thSn 'average earnings ofgraduates from sites
where there were only stria!! programs.

Under the label of "vocational training," diffe,rent things
probably" ate happening within the same site as well as
among sites, especially with.refard to the quality of staff;
participant interactions. rertain Itaff.persons may be bet-
ter able than others to provide participants with cumula-
tive set of successful experiences that enhance their skills
and self-esteem and 'lead them into regtilar-, hi er paid
employment. Consideration or these possibilities 11 out
side the task that',Schiller and, others set for the Ives.
They did not conceptualize .the quality of staff-pa cipant .
interaction.

One reasonably might 'ask. "After all this tune. don't we
know what variables are significant in affecting jhe success .
of par,ticipants?" The answer, unfortunittly., is "No." The
consistent finding fro in the earlier st udieskeviewed, includ-
ing the two pre$ious Schiller studies anal the Hokenson,
Richardson, and Miles-ThoMOson studies. is that he varia-
bles affecting success have not 4n well iddeertyffied, even
when it was possible to show that WIN efforts in the gross

'seemed to help some participants.

for women, the situation differed. *Here was a signifi-
cant impact qn earning from vocational training *(about
$500 per year) and a smatter one from the joq placement
effort (about 6300 per year), as well as a major. impact of
about $1,40Q per year from OJT or PSE (p. (20). (The last
finding was subject to the same caveat as that for the men I
The overall results support evidence frodi otherstudies that
WIN has a beneficial effect on job earnings. '

There also was some indication that WIN lessened the
welfare grant for women and perhaps for men (pp. 120,
222ff.). This finding complements that from the

.113
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4. :IMPACT OF WIN: PROCESS EMPIritSIS

k., the limitations of statisticaj analyses of WIN, one
. . ,

might consider indepth exploration of the WIN operation.
Participant observation studies ,ntight, indicate how staff-
participant interactions and other kinds Of events affect the
job success o f which kinds of participants.' The four studies
discussed in this chapter make a start on thesessues. Tssii,
were carried out in Chicago, Detroit, andSleveland
'through a university in each city. The third study, men-
tioned earlier, was implemented by Goodwin at several ur-
ban. WIN sites in order to relate wort orientations to job
earnings, of WIN participants. The fokth study attempted
lo 'deterinine :the impact of alloying trainees to use
vouchers to purchase training. 1"."i r

.Decisionmaking in. WIN I
.

4

The initial, study Carried out jointly by the three univer-
I(iSchoOi of Social Service Administration, University

IP cagq; School of 'Social Work,1ii4ersity of Michigan;
and,Schoo of Applied Social -Sciences Case, Western

eserve Uni er'sity) aimed at understanding how decisions
were rnilde the WIN'stafi, the WIN participant, and the
welfare case rkers who made referrals to WIN. Manyr,ig
the specific re clarions of the investigators are no
longer relev because .WIN hai Undergone major ad-
ministrative a ges since the period of October 1969 to
,June 1971. Wh is of continuing interest is the attempt to
understand what going h specific WIN projects.
The investigators at the three sites tied the same research
design and measuringinstriunents so that comparison
across thewities wee possible.. Since there were three teams
of investigators involved, the report wil.kbe des
the name df its ellitor, Williani Reid (1972), wit
tion offend others."

S .

Reid and otheri developed flow darts for, intake activity
and the prOcess by which participants moved tiutugh the
WIN Program at each site. 'A two-page description of how
a "typical" female participant would move throyilt her
career in WIN helps make the diagrams more meiningful
(pp. 28ff.). In discussing each site,-the authors describe
events and conditions that affected the situation there-For
example,- in Chicago, there-were few r -,4----rals to WIN in the'
first 2 years of operation because the irtmeni of,Public
Aid continued to ,run its own effort to help train welfare
recipients (p. 38). _!_ _-

.
-

In Detroit, staff who had worked at the welfare depart
.

-

ment on the training program that WIN replaced were
transferred to the WIN Program d the employment ser-_ .

-vice. This created hard feelings ng, those left in the
welfare department and impeded Aeration between the ;
two agencies (p. 44). In Cleveland,-tbe authors reported a
shortage of staff, withsstaff turnover running over 100 per:
cent per year, apparently because of low sal erito find

limited autonomy'at the workaite (p'. 5Q). These kihds of
-1-onditions Undoubtedly affected WIN operations-and the
job success of WIN participants. Precisily how to relate
unique cparacteristics at given sites to more. general
characteristics of the WIN-operation in order tit illuininake
the factors affecting job success of participants remains to
be develdped in a broader research study.-

In order to analyze the decisions made by key actors in
the WIN effort, two waves of interview's were cirried dut
with a tail of 261 WIN- participants, 152 Publli welter-C-7.
caseworkers who referred persons to NOIN, and 116 WIN .
team members (p. 75). WIN participants were interviewed
at. the time of enrollment itad bout 8 or 10 months after-
ward. . 2

'For a thee tows of research project. todudeoll 09.fociP1914 0110trvat," 4,"
earned ay on WIN. re Looked Goodwin hopoted IN Itemech fOrSM,
Office of likesech sad Okelopmer Erhpkymers cad Trasns0ekan
of Labor, Avg IR 1916

4

ed by Reid andschers.tley4oped a number of meaSurins inaru-
ado. krnients to elrallore thiceationaleused by the casew6rkers in

referring AFDC recipients to WIN. They. Found that
caseworkers Were concerned about the sge, at which
children could be left by their mother without harm: Bit
the one attribute most frequently seen as crucial in referring
AFDC recipients-to WIN was their positive "motivation"

thkehtsht he
ted to the

S Depart awn'
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a(p. 92). .BY factolinalyzing responses to single items, Reid
and others came up with two measures of the reasons for
caseworkers' referral decisions. The first consisted of three
items, including "client's motivation," .and was called the

' "job potential factor" (p. 93). The Other consisted of three
items, including "the ages of children in the family," and
was called the "child orientation factor" (p. 93). Wh)le in-
,sufficient information is,given on the factor analysis results
to julge the adequacy of The measures, they do have face
validity.

The researchers found that the male caseworkers
generally gave mbr emphasis to the job potential factor
than did female caseworkers. Among the latter, those aged
25 or younger were moreconcerned -with job potential in
referring welfare clients (p. 97). With rest3tct to the;child
orientation, the,sex of the caseworker did noi enter as a ma-
jor determinant. Instead, those 'Caseworkers who saw
poverty as arising irom social conditions were most con-
cerned about the effecton the children of their mother's
being referied to WIN and work (p..98). An additional in-
teresting technique introduced was to present caseworkers
with five short hypothetical case descriptions and`isk them
to indicate whether they would refer the person described
to WIN, and why. Again, one important criterion for

ofto WIN was high motivation to work on the part af the
client (p. 105).

The researchers explored the perceptions of. WINteam
members about their clients. One result observed was that
the manpower specialist.w ess "client centered" than
-other team members . The researchers also con-
sidered the time that WIN participants spent with various
team members and what they talked abbut. The results in--
drcated that participants were talking to the different team
members about the same Topics, suggesting that the

different team members were not playing distinct roles (p.
1182).

A set of hypothetical situations regarding WIN partici-
pants was distributed to team members The question was'
what services would be recommendedby the different-team

. members to each of the hypothetical participanwel 92).
Joh'coaches were found, for example, to be willing to place
participanli in long-term training, such as- computer
progr g, whereas manpower specialists were more
likely want to place them in short-term training for im-
mediate .1,9....bs such as key punch operator (p. 193). The

, various rings and recommendations regarding the team
care not directly relevant because of adminstrative changes
in WIN. But again, the kinds of measuresmade could serve
as the basis of a more thorough t xaminat Ion of what is hap-
pening in WIN today

WIN participants were asked various questions about
," their expectations. It was found'that.only 19 percent ex-

pectedto get 'off welfare as g result of WIN,.although 59.
percent anticipated that they Would get a job (p: 113). Data
also were 'gathered from WIN records and certain ,site

differences noted. In Detroit, 52 percent of the sample
recdived neither education nor job' training, as compared
with only 15 percent in Oticago and 44 percent in Cleve-
land who received neither of these services*(p. I21).

(0

'The impac of these kinds of differences on job suctess of
trainees could not be 'determined because §o few of the
trainees obtained jobs. Only 12 persons who completed
their employability plans obtained jobs. Another. 12 per-
sonsiad jobs when they entered WIN. _An additional 28
persons dropped out of WIN and took jobs (with 12 never
having actually attended WIN) (p. 158).

The second study carried out ,by the three schools in
Chicago, Detroit, and Cleveland focused more intensely on

-WIN participants. It will be referred to as the Garvin and
others (1974) study. Emphasis was on the factl?rs that en-
couraged or discouraged participation in WIN. About
1,200 persons were interviewed from September 1972 to
January 1973, stratified at each city according to sex and.
whether they were currently enrolled in, WIN, were new
participants, or had terminated the program (p. 27). There
wale 50-percent .refusal rate among the WIN persons con-
tacted to participate in the study This might have dis-
torted the results because the 6haracteristics ofihe refusers
were not known (p. 32). Characteristics of the group inter-
viewed at each city, however, were not marked different
from all WIN participants in those cities (p. 37).

Of those in the sample who were just entering WIN,
around 90 percent believed that their participation would
help them get a job or a better job, and this was an impor-
tant reason for being in the program (p. 40). Over 70 per-
cent of respondents, however, indicated that there were

-some jobs they would not want, preferring to stay on
welfare instead. These included jobs like dishwasher and
nurse aide. , The predominant reasons given for rejectii
these jobs were 1w pay and the boring nature of the work
(p. 41): ,

-,
,

WIN.participants% interest in work at higher level jobs
was seen also in the aspirations set Over half the respon-
dents wanted jobs that called for professional or.at least ei-
tensive training, whereas only. 11 percent of respondents
had held these kinds of jobs in the past (p. 43). The women,
in particular, were more riented toward protexional jobs
and less willing to settle for jobs requiring mafimai training.
The men showed more realism.

Among the jobs actually obtained by the WIN terminee
sample,.18 percent required extensive training and 2 per-
cent were of professional status., This was much below the
expectatio of WIN participants. On the other hand, the

, placement Percent in higher level jobs compared
favorably wi e pre2W1N placement of only I I percent....
Again, there was some indication front the overall results
that WIN had helped, even though the help was not ex-
traordinary.

The tarniry expected by the respondents as a result of
their WIN training varied by sex. The median expected
earnings of the men was 58,000 per year, while the. women
expected 56,000 per year (p. 50). These were not.
unreasonable levels, with the Department of Labor esti-
mate for theft adequate family budget for 1971 at
57,000 per year for a family of four (p. 60). the tual
earnings tit' WIN terminees rho hid obtained jobs ere
51,500 below expectations (ppr53-54). This figure I its
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even worse when it is recognized that 43 percent of ter-
minces did not obtain jobs (p. 55)

Another aspect of this thiee-city study was investigation
of, the extent to .which childcare arrangements affected
WIN participation (Smith and ilerberg, 1972). A sample of
316 women referred Pi WIN during 1970 was interviewed
before partilipatign in the program, About 9 months later,
261 were mailable to be interviewed again (P. 38).

At the time of reinterview; almost half the respondents
had either never participated in WIN or haddrOpped out of
the program. Of the nonparticipants, 20 percent gave in-a
adequate child care arrangements as one reason for their
actions (p. 76). Other major reasons inclt;cled sickness and
disability. Of those who were in WIN, almost half men-
tioned that tiCeed for child care arrangements was mak-
ing their party ii3ation difficult (p. 77). Only 8- percent of
those. in the sample participating in WIN were using-child
care centers, while 50 percent were using relatives, friends,
or neighbors (p. 57). The low use of formal centers had to

7kido with their inflexibility regarding hours of operation,
taking children Only in a limited age range. andhaving no
provision for the child who became ill (p. 88).

Similar results appear in the previously mentioned Feld-
man (1972) stud)/ of welfare in9thers in upper New York
State. He found that 10 percent of the working mothers
used a day-care center (p. 239), and only 17 percent would
prefer such a center if they could choose whatever f rm of
arrangement they wantedAp. 240). The biggest p oblem
they perceived regarding day care was.that of caring
children who becameill (p. 242).

The lack of use of day-care centers is also reported in a
nktional panel study of 5,000 low-income families (Duncan
and Morgan, 1975). Interviews carried out in 1973 with
310 women who headed families and.were %citing showed
that only percent *rife- using institutionday-care or
nursery4acil it ies. Three-quarters used a friend, relative, or
babysitter (p. 222).

Further findings of the three-city study showed that par-
ticipants found positive contacts with WIN staffAo be an
important experience thatt.ncouraged further partYcipation
(p. 132), As in other studies,-there was.the finding that the
terminees who completed their WIN employability plans
were more likely to be working than were those who had
dropped out of WIN (p. 141), This Garvin and others study
'further illuminates certain factors affecting the participa-
tion of AFDC recipients in WIN, pointing-out their concern
with obtaining better jobs and higher income. It did not un-
dertake, however, to rel atethe characteristies of WIN par-
ticipants and aspects of the program to job success.

A disjunction is apparent between the Garvin and Reid
kind, of study Witte one hand and the Schiller kind 4n the
other. The former sought to conceptualize and delineate
variables that illuminated what was happening in WIN,
especially similarities arid differences' across sio . The
delineation was not very precise,,and the 'studies werenot
organized to try -to 'predict job success of trainees. The
Schiller kind of study was designed precisely for the Pur-
pose of determining the factors influencing trainees' job
success, bufthe variabres used did not refleft the signs cant

WIN happenings that actually influenced participapts' job
success, There is need to combine these two appioaches
within the same study, showing how broad statistical iesults
emerge from the aggregation of specific events in WIN that
affect the trainees' psychology and actions.

IPsycliolo*al Impact of MIN

This

A study carried out by Leonard GoodWin (1972, 1 'I-
Luminatedon

certain
the psychological impact of I

ain Participant . is effort, mentioned earlier, 0411
ated measures of several orientations toward work, includ-
ing work ethic: confidence .in one's abilities, and accept-
ability of welfare. Of interest her are the measures .01
orientations of WIN I partOpants made when they entered
the program and about I year after they had left. TIle aim
was to deteimine whether work orientations measured at
entry into WIN predicted earningh after leaving WIN and
whether the experience of Amployinent or tulemployment

during the year after leaving WIN affected orientations.
Only one orientat n was significantly correlated with

earnings of women ton leaving N. and that was accept-
ability of welfare. Those wome who-entered WIN With

the greatest acceptability of wel were least likely to be
working at the time they left WI The correlatiop coeffi-
cient was Natively small, -0.18 ( 75, p. 144)7noweverp,

elgtiolr between earnings ibt those women 1 year
after leaving WIN and their ac ability of welfareat that,
later time was considerably far .39., The increase in
correlatio&tame entirely from thg women who didtnot ob-
tam jobs (p. 148). That is, thos&omen who went through
.WIN and did not get work ht theend had become markedly -
more dependent on welfare Than they were when they
started. The impact of another failure mediated through_tIle
WIN experience had made,them more unlikely than ever to d,

want to try to enter t work force.
These findings Reed 1, iewed in light of the factlhat

only 181 WIN women e involved in the reinterviews,
whereas over 1,100 bad been interviewed initially. This
shrinkage was partly the result of almost half the trainees
still having been in WIN at the time of r interview. The ac-
ceptance of welfare measure was fo to be significantly
correlated with the work effort of er welfare but non-
WIN mothers in the Goodwin study (1972. p. 105.). adding
to the validity of the relationship. There were no
longitudinal data fi;r these other mothers.-however. (Orien-
Cations and earnings were Measured at the sante time.) It
would, be useful to replicate the lo6gitudinal effort in order
to explore furtheC the extent to whichrfailure to fulfill ex-
pectations with respect to finding jobs inhibits persons from
further search efforts.

There were not enough reinterviews with WIN men to
warrant a longitudinal analysis. It was postiblV, however,
to correlate entering scores on orientations with earnings at
the time of leafing NIN. For the ,almost 150 WIN men.
there was no significant Correlation between any of the
orientations and their work activity upon termination
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(Goodwin, 1971, p. 97).' However for nonwelfare men in
_the samples including 500 black fathers and 175 white

failleset living in Baltimore, there were significant correla-
tions 'between earnings and scores on the orientation
"measuring confidence in ability to succeed in the work
.world (1972, p. 109). (414 of correlation with the ac-
ceptatitlity of welfare meature piobably stems from the fact

, that obtaining welfare is not a practical option for most
fathers.)

While data for the nonwelfare met were not
longitudinal, it seems likely that the same cyclical relation-
ship between earni s and orientations obseryed for the
WIN women might posited for these men. A man having

.confidence in his ,abf ity is encouraged to try harder in the
work world, and success in that world further increases tits
confidence. If this view is shown to be valid, then work-
training efforts sliouhibe concerned, not 'onry with provid-
ing skills or job placements, but with helping perions ex-
petience "success" so that they will' be encfludged to try
harder.

.

The Goodwin stu y also compared the orientation scores*
, of WIN persons with the scores t at WIN staff thought they

would give.3 It turned out th staff seriously underestr_../-mated the work ethic ratings o rsons they were sup-
posed to be helping (1975, p.1 19). It is not unreasonable to
suppose that those staff Who underestimated the positive
work orientations of their participants were less effective
with them. Testing that possibility awaits further research.
It' is unfortunate that the Schiller and others study did not
use any of the measures developed by Goodwin to advance
an understanding of the psychological factors influencing-.
the 'job efforts of

t
recipiepts..

10.41-ort to vely.affeettihe psychology of WIN par-
ticipihti cOurhe ifier jdb search was4ni ted by the
Department o tabor in connection with an perimentat
alteration in the'delivery system (the local _WIN office).
The 'alteration involved the introdtiction at one WIN site.
Of vouchers wIth which WIN trainees-could purchase train-,
ing on their own lather than having to work out a plan Of
training with WIN staff. .

Goodwin (1972a) was asked to design a study that would
test the effectiveness of vouchers. In that connection, he
carried out interviews with WIN staff in Washington and in

the field. He found the. proponents of vouchers felt that
trainees would have more incentive to perform well and ob-
tain jobs if they were directly res ponsible for their own
training choices. Objections to the voucher included a
belief that trainees would not be able to make appropriate
'decisions, spending top much money on courses of study in
-scho6ls that_were unsuitable.

The research design served as the basis for a feasibility
study of voucher use in Portland, Oreg., in the spring of
1974. Ann Richardson and Laure Sharp (1974) directed
the effort. Vouchers were issued to 167 WIN trainees for
the period of one year but with no fixed dollar limit (p. 19).
Early results of the feasibility study showed that trainees
spent a little more than their counterparts in.the traditiondl
WIN Program in 1973; but the median cost was still only
$919, and there was no wild spending (p. 34). The choice
of occupational training was broader than that of the 1973
comparison grOup, with less-emphasis on lower level cleri-
cal jobs and more emphasis on subprofessidlial and craft
jobs. Trainees did not consfth at great length with WIN
counselors once they received the vouchers. They tended
to go but and make own choices and atrangements
(pp. 36ff.).

;

Thestudy has indicated the feasibility of issuing trilning
vouchers and having them used in a reasonable manner. It

' is not. clear, however, that users of vouchers as a group do
any better in the job market than those.who follow the tra-
ditional WIN Program.' Analysis of results is still in-
complete, and it remains to be seen whether particular
kinds of persons make especially good (or poor) use 'of
vouchers with respect to job ment and tenure.

Vouchers also were tried fOr ants on-the fob train-
ing. It 'was difficult to gettrairke,s into that effort. Again, all
data have .not been analyzed, but it may be that trainees-
find it hard to negotiate a more complex activlity such as on-
the -job training or that employers prefer to get trainees

'from agencies with which they are familiar. What does seem, ,
clear, in any case, is that vouchers-are not -going to revolu-
tionize the work-training effort. There are marked limits to
what the delivery system can do to affect the characteristics
of trainees. Alterations in the job market situation need to
be explored. _ . ..

1

.r.
'Goodwin attributes de lack of correlation between orientation score and earn inp among MN WAINplaff at each al the sok saes were asked to complete the work orientation qurstionnatre toe

men to then having -pearl barnersto work farce participation such as atreetiecords and alcohol.
way they though the average minim for man, depending upon which sex was more numeniuupten 11971. p ") . . thee program woufd do so The ramp of these promoted values were then cioipared mtkthe ac- ..
tusl rat np given by the WIN ptuucipants

:II*

- 'Ind filiation gamed from conversations with Mn Richardson, October 1976we.

t
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ALTER WORK 'INCENTIVES

Doubt may still linger (in spite of research indicating that"
welfare recipients have high work ethics and do work and
partitipate in,WIN) as to whether large numbers of recip-
ients, would work one a regular basis if favorable oppor-
tunities were presented. These opportunities can be
thought of in several ways. Companies might become more
interested in hiring welfare recipients if they received tax
rebates for doing so. Welfare recipients might become
more interested in wo% in the one hand, the r &titre
allowed to keep mdr en- earnings in conjunction wit
welfare payments, Or, on the other hand, they hid to obey
stiffer work requirements before receiving benefits.

Both these approaches tend tbassume no basic changes
the job market system. The jobs aKaiiible would be those

that were usually available. A rnOre fundarneutal and
. direct approach would be to change the basis of competi-
tion in the job Market by creating new job for welfare per-
sons. There are studtes, that explore each of these
possibilites and reveal th0 responses of employers and
welfare recipients under differing incentives.

Tax Credit, Earning Exemption;
and Work Requirements

In 1972, employers becage eligible for a tax credit of up
to 20 percent of the first year's wages paid an employee
from the WIN, Program. Pollock and Crams (1016) have
presented preliminary findings from an employer' survey
aimed at elucidating the experiences of .WIN employers
and why the tax credit was not being widely used. Only
about 16 pepzent of all WIN hires were under the tax credit
arrangement (p. 1).

More than 500 employers of WIN persons whd
claimed the tax credit, along with more than 400 who hid
not used the'credit, were interviewed bvelephorte (p. ix).
In a followup interview a few months later, 182 employers
of WIN persons were asked for reasons'why they would not
hire more of these persons, Almost one-quarter-cited the

1

poor attitudes and qualifications of WIN workers. Another
quarter cited problems in understanding the WIN tax credit
arrangement. Almost half gave no reason for not hiring .

more WIN graduates (p. 14). Thus, only about one- quarter
of the employers were really dissatisfied with the WIN
workers as such. The study did not go into detail about the
conditions of employment among the dissatisfied
employerswhether, for example, the working conditions
were very poor owhether the demands of the job were very

. -

There was considerable turnover among WIN workers.
Four months after job entry; more than half of them had left
(p. 16). pf those who left, half had quit, almost one-third
htid been laid off, and the-bthera had been fired (p. 17).
The reasons underlying these resultse.g., why workers
had quitwere not explored. The average wage being Lipid
a WIN worker was,in the vicinitY of $2.65 per hour (p. B-8),
not a very high figure. No systematic comparative data on
other workers in these kinds of jobs were reported. It is not
unlikely:however, that the experience of WIN graduates
parallels that of other.wOrkers. -

The low use of the WIN, tax credit apparently can be at-
tributed more to organizational ,matters withitVikhiring
firm than to the characteristics of WIN workeri'fi.such.
More specificallY,llidse persons taking the risk of hiring a
welfare recipient (and the study shows that such'a risk is
perceived by- the employing person) are not the ones whd
receive the benefit if the worker is, in fact, suitable. Thus,
the personnel manager can be blamed by the other .

managers,for supplying them with incompetenthelp, but if
the help is competent, the personnel manager- does not
directly benefit from the tax credit (Manzara, 1976, p. 54).

It is clear, in any case, that the tax credit arrangement
does not provide an answer to the question of whether WIN

. persons will go into decent jobs if the opportunity is pro-
,: vided. The jobs made available under that arrangement do

not seem plentiful, and many of them do not seem toe par-
ticularly attractive 'in terms of wages and pernIaneticy.

In respect to the second approach, increasing incentives
for welftiv recipients to work, it is appropriate to review
briefly the impact of die "30 and one-third" provilion, This
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amendment to the Social security Act went into effect in
ttirleiddle of 1969 and.prbvided that the first $30 of
monthly earnings of welfare recipients, al well as one-third
of their additional earnings, would be disregarded in deter-

, mining their welfare benefits; 'Welfare recipients could
"thus increase their income by -working, whereas prior to
that time their welfare grant was lowered a dollar for 'every
d ollar they earned.

National Analysts (1972) was commissioned by the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW) to
tarry °tit a nationwide, longitudinal study of the impact of
this provision. Two sets of interviews were carried out in
12 cities across the country. The first set met ed more
than 4,000'welfare recipients, mostly women, auras done
about 6 months after the provision went into effect (p. 6).

-The second set of interviews took plaCe-about I If 2 years
later, with almost 70 percent of the same persons reinter-

I viewed.

One striking finding of the study was that, at thetime of
reinterview, only about one -third of the welfarerecipients
Are aware of the "30 and One-third" pro (p. 25). But
whetheraware or not the work activities recipients,#

especially the women, had not increased during the inter-
vening period (pp. 20-24). There are the usualtivtais that
must be entered with respect to large-scale
whether respondents were being honest in rr responses
for one reason or another. One might also ault the study
fOr waiting 6 months after the new provision went into
effect. Vernon Smith (1974) makes this point in introduc-
ing his own study of the impact of the new provisionS in two
counties,in Michigan (p. 51). The critique becorhes less

. persuasive if one can accept-at face value the finding that
the great majority of recipients were not aware of the

anyway. But perhaps tile strongeit support forithe "no
effect" findings comes from the national figures on welfare
recipient employment excerpted by Smith. These HEW
figures indicate chit, between December 1967,.and' January
1g71 (before and after the earnings exemption piovisions),_
the percentage of welfare mothers engaged full- 6r part-
time employment went from 16.6 to'17.1 percent (p. 17).
There was essentially no change in work force activity on
the national level.

The previously mentioned Willman (1976) study found
no significant increase in employment of welfare mothers,
resulting from the introduction of the "30 a4d Tie-third"
pr*ision in Alameda 'Cointy, Calif. (p.Viseman

/ could measure this effect because his data were drawn from
a random sample of recipients before and after introduction
of the provisioci. He did find, however,that this.providon

,4ignificantly increased length of stay on welfare. Hence,
the provision,. while probably incteasingthe standard of liv-
ing of.recipllents who could keep a greater. proportion of

'-'1their earnings, increased welfare costs (p. 52).
Thisiinot to saythat There .wasArge anywhere in

the Unitedltates as a result of t wigs exemption.
Smith's owestudy indicates a small but significant increase
in employment amonglrelfare mothers in the two counties
in Michiganfrom about 10 to 14 percent following imple-

_ mentation of the earnings exemption (p. f36).Stnithyta

or
it 4.

arrive at this conclusion by directly interviewing respon-
dents al two points in thine. Instead; he used wellate case
records to trace the emplOyment Activities pf mother's osier
tinge. (The two counties were selected because suehinfor-
mation was readily, available to the researcher.) , .

,
Smith also,woduced,contrqls for other variables thpt

might have affMed the Work-response of welfare mothers, ..
such as participation in WIN (pp. 132ff.). While thivap-
proac h may not has satisfactory as asking sons whether
the0are working because of the earnings exemption, it does
suggest that the exemption can have a positives although

*very small effect under certain conditions. -(Gary Appel,
1972, conducted anqther study of 13 sites in Michigan, but-
was limited to the Use of three separate samples of welfare
.snothrirkg_three times, rather than following the same in-
divver time. lie also

an
that the earnings

exemptionhas an incentive effect.)

One of the important additional 'points Smith makes itiV*
',hat the earning exemption,raises welfare costs. Because
persons do not have all their earnings deducted from their
welfare grant, they can stay on welfare with a much higher

income than they could earlier. (Besides the."30 and one -..
third" provision, there is also a work expensek disregard.)
Smith estimated that the exemption provision led the State
of Michigan to pay over $6 million in-additional welfare
costs' during the first, year of implementation (p. iv),. The
cost of putting welfare recipients to work ti greater than the
costs of outright welfare payments.

On'e other incefitive that might increase Work acitivity of
elfare recipients is the "wort test, " which involves requir-

in unemployed personsreceiving welfare or-food stamps
to regiater with the emp193pnent service ind look for work-.
A study carried out by EitanS, Freidman, andelausman
(1976) looked explicity at recipients in five cities where the
work test was being enforced , with different ilegrees of
stringency but where the labor; market conditions were
similar (p. 7). Over 1,600 persona receiving welfare:or food
stamps were interviewed. o'

Pressure was exerted through they p oyment service to
question persons about their job (p. t). As the
researchers noted, however, it 'was not possible to deter-
mine how these .persons actually behaveid in jobntsviews,
and efforts to pressure them did not seemto have a marked_
effect in getting them back to work (pp. 5-6). The ,Anhors
indicated'that additional ways of enforcing the work test
would involve considerable costs, such as the expense of
providing a public employment program to which these
persons could be referred (p. 6). The fact that this or some
other kind of stricter work test was not included in the study
limits the conclusions that can be drawn about the potential
effectiveness of a work test.

The kinds of work incentive efforts discussetrthus Tar do
not provide a clear picture about the willingness of welfar
recipients to make a prolbuged work effort when favosable
job conditions are offered. Essentially, the efforts take the
current,job market for granted. Whit would happen if coil=
siderably more favorable conditions were provided in that
market? Such conditions did occur when public service
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jobs here made available to welfare recipients. What -were -
the results? .

When. Jobs Are Provided

Decision 'Making Information (1975) wk's responsible for
evaluating the Welfare Demonstration -Project (WDP);

...authorized by the Emergency Emplilyment,Act of 1971, at
12 sites in 4 States. Among the major aims of the evalua--

"ion we$ to determine whether welfare recipients could per-
, form adequately in these supported jobs over 'a period of
time and use tfieir experience to obtain unsubsidized jo

- By condficting three waves of interviews with about I,
WDP partieikaitet.he evaluators also hoped to determine
Ofiether those trained in WIR dikr tater than other welfare
recipients in moving to tinsubsiBized jobs. Another objec-
tiVe wanftdetermine 'whether supportive services madea
difference .(p. 23), but this effort had to be abandoned
because of inability to control provision of'services or
training by the employing organizations running the
demonstration at the different sites (pp': 26ff

The demonstration project can frpm 1972 to 1974, with
over 7,000 participants holding more than 5;000 jol3s cre-
ated in public agencies and private nonprofit organizations

'(p. -1): .The average suits on a subsidized job was JS months
(r1.--/17). The jObsVere mainly in the personal service and
,clerical 'areas, and many were regarded "as paraprofes-
sional7e.k., teacher aides (p. 70). They were.meaningful
jobs, often involving union affiliation. The W-torkets
received paychecks from the agencies, not from the'welfare

"Office as in the case of work-for-reliefprograins. Ninety
percent of the participants reported airincr ease in feelings
of confidence abut obtaining and holding permanentjobs
(p. 88). .

Eighty, percent of the I 50work"supervisors in thriample
rated WDP makers at least as efficient and willing to learn
as their regullif Omployeri (p: 87) and only .26 percent
dropped out oftheir subsidized jobisbeforilhe specified
time (p. 5). , This result replicates the mtich earlier finding

, .o(Roessner (1971, p.-.114) that employers of WIN gra
ates found them as effective as their other emplo9eei.

There was an'Overfiow of Caredidaterfffthe WDP
In themajof-ditits, twice as many candidates were screened
as-selected (p.; 64). How ,rnanemore welfare recipients
would nave heed/interested in work if the recruitment he

.'betn.more intensive iinin knoWal: his clear however, that,
satantial numbers o lfare recipienti were ready Nand
willing to work at decent The willingness of so many
to reltpond-rnadeit impossible to test the difference in per.
force between persons who were mandatory referrila
and those who were voluntary' As in the.caseOf,much WIN
experiene, there were so Many vcrlunteers that mandatory
referral was not used arany of the sites.- .

A somewhat different story is revealed- with respect to
dr transition of WDP workers to unsubsidized jobs. At the
tame of wave III ifitervievis in 1974, only abouthalf of those
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who had left WDP were employed. Of those unemployed,
half were looking for work. The others had dropPkd out of
the labor force. Thus, with the end of the subsidy, there
were substantial numbers who could dot or did not obtain
jobs in theiligular work force Sp, 6). These 'figures may.
have become worse later on. as the 20 percent of the sam-
ple,still in WDP jobs were forcedout. (That is, extensive
stay in WDP may have been the result of the welfare'
recipients' finding that there were no equivalent jobs in the
regular job.market.)

The researchers attempted teco mpare the earnings of.
the WDP graduates with those in comparison gfoups. Such
comparison was attempted at only 4 of the 12 sites,lantl
even those were plagued with difficulties (app. C)' The

program
effort suffered from the vagaries and demands of a

program w7hose overriding aim was to have operational im-
pact. WDP graduates who were working obtained a marked
ristilth wagei (p., C-47), but so did the comparison groups,
yielding no significant differences. ,When earnings for the 9
months prior to WDP werecompired with those for the -8
months after leaving WDP, a wide swing in earnings was
observed for both thewilVDP participants and the com-
parison groups (p. C-49). Some workers tripled their in-
comes. This finding supports the Levy (1974) study of
5,000low-incOme families, which indicated a% substantial
movement of personf in and out of poverty over any_given
year because of markedjhanges in of the head of
household. -_

While the .WDP experience did not appear to lead
welfare recipients into new and better jobs in the regular
Work force,ihe crucial point to recalrls that the subsidized
employment was successful. Wilfare recipients did
satisfactory work in meaningful jobs on a continuing basis.

A final plaint on WDP relates to its.cost, A rough esti-
mate of the first ,year's cost (not including wages paid
betause they presumably were in exchange for productive
work) was $15 million (p. 76.) This sum included supple-
mentary welfare benefits, administrative costs, and, extra -.

costs of employing agencies. In contrast, the cost of keep-
ing these saive.people on straight welfare was roughly esti-
mated at tut (p. 77). Hence even allowing
for decreased. iostsin ensuing years, one mast` c'encl
that subsidizedemployment still is likely to be more eipe
sive than straigh*welfare,. Hew much members of (he
donor and constituen4 systems are- willing to pay to put

elfare recipients tri-wch.k remains to be seen; even though,
in response to a surver9 question, 80 percent of liaample of
the American public expreased willingness to pay more in
-order to put welfare persons to worktWatts and Free, 1973,
p. 175). .

Anothtr major attempt,at pub employment took places
in Ne ork City, which has the largest concentration, of .
welfa Cipients in the ciAint(i. the. first part of thili at- ;
tempt In in 1971:with the introduction, on the basis of
statewideclegislat ion, of a mandatory public works program
(PWP) for-employable home "relief recipisnts (those who ilt

At two of the four sites, those not accepted into 4Dr were med.'s coropmieon stoups, in-
Troducina him intbidomparbon M the otht two sites there *lien attempt to reach panici-
punts with nonprcirints on seven vanittiles Smail, numbers of cases (under 30's 3 sites) and the

'necessity to relax the snatching procedure can iornikembron the findings (p Cliff )



receive roc* relief funds and are noteligiblo-for--Fecklcal--
programs such as AFDC). This was essentially a,work-for-
relief effort in which a recipient worked off theaamount of

. money received from,the welfare department There were
_

severe limitations to the effort, including the difficulty of
trying to administer a meaningful work effort for a person
required'to work only 1 or 2 days a week. In 1973,'New

^ York City had gained 'permission and implementeda
much more ambitious experiMent in public employment for
home relief recipients called the Work Relief Employment
Project (WREP).

Lieberman ResearCh Inc. (1975) was employed by the
New York State Department of SoCl'al Services to evaluate
the effort. 'The aim of the evaluatiCm was to determine
whether WREP lowered the welfare caseload, whether the
weffare recipients could function adequately in subsidized

jobs, "ancewhether they were able to' obtain training and
skills that enabled them to move' to nonsatisidized jobs (p.
12). The Lieberman ,group carried Out about 3.400 per-
sonal interviews with WREP participants at different stages
of Miff careers. Interviews also were conducted with 300
former participants in PWP and almost 100 jobsite WREP
supervisors. -An additional 380. supervisors provided
evaluations of individual WREP workers, included in the
sample (p. 16).

In the first year of operation, about' 8;000 referrals were
made to WREP, from a pool of almost 25,000 persons who
were deemed employable' (p. 7?). Over 14,00&job assign-,

ments were made. Because sortie persons moved off WREP
jobs during the year, approximately,10,000' were employed'
atzany one time (p. 73). Welfare recipients were placed in
jobs (at 1 of 10 city agencies) with Very little delay.

!. ,

I At the endof 9 months,'aboutihree -quarters of the initialS WREP entrants were still there, both city records and the
Liebrman sample showed (pp. 127ff.). (Unfortunately, the:

'1". evaludtioniatself,lasted only 9 months.) Of those who hair
left WREP, only one-quarter, or 6.5 percent of the original

PWP workers, and _22 percent had noopinion (p. 82).2
The evidence is that WREP workeTs performed well.

Theyreported strong satisfaction with WREP and with the NI
way they. were treated in their jobs (p. 84ff.). They
especially liked receiving a paycheck from the city agency
rather than a check from_ the welfare office (p. 103). The
data suggest that the inability of large' numbers of WREP
workers to move into unsubidized jobs had much more to
do with the nature of the job market than with their ability
and willingness to work. ,4

It must be recognized that those assigned to WREP
qiemost employable of the home relief recipients. A Puer-
to likican with poor English, for example, wasimlikely to be
placed in WREP (p: 89).' Nevertheless, substantial num-
bers of welfare recipients were ready to take decent
when they became available. This is the same conclusion
reached with respect to- the nationwide WDP effort at,
public empipyment for'welfare_recipients.

Another similarity with the WDP findings is the cost.rIt
is more expensive to provide subsidized jobs thanprirfor
outright welfare. After leaking a number of assum
and considering discrepancies between, their survey data
'and figures proyided by New York City, the researchers,'
came up with an estimate of 19 to 33 percent greater colt
for WREP than for outrig4 welfare (p. 172).

Looking at the overall picture, the researchers estimated
that a year's-operation of WREP cost about $30 million.

`These costs included the' welfare payments that still went to
participants (p.,172), since the wages paid (for mostly part-
time work) were not enough to remove persons front:
Welfare. And in general, there'was little, evidence that
WREP markedly lowered Welfare rolls (75 percein of par-
ticipants were still in WREP at the last interview) (p. 142).
The benefits, viewed as the productive work done and
measured by de wages ipaid to the WREP workers, were
about .523 nelliorit Hence the additional cost: of putting
welfare recipients to work was about $7 million a year (p.
196).

It is to be .noted that a portion of the extra cost, went to
improve the living conditions of WREP participants. That
is, with the "30 and one-third" provision in effect, WREP
participants were gaining some benefit from their earnings
while stilldraNfing welfare. (The extra cost incurred as a
fesult of the "30 and one-third" proVision was noted-earlier
in Vernon Smith's 1974 study inklichigan.)

It is significant to note further thit WREP was estimated
to be about I II 2 tol2 times as efficient, a3 the work-for-
relief program, PWP (p. 198). For every dollar spent'On
PWP there was oply about half as much' r&urn in useful
work as there was fromWREP.

The positive findinpvegarding work activity of welfare
recipients may seem at 'first glance to be challenged by
another New York State study examining rk ac-
tivities of public assistance (mostly home relic recipients.
The studs, carried out by Betlroiian and Diamond (1974)

number of entrants, had .achieved unsubsidized employ:
ment (p. 141). Hence WREP did not provide a mlior
avenue te'unsUbsidized employment. On the other` harms -,

three-quarteri of the WREP employees were able to hold a
job thalftime or mote) for at least months. Were the
WREP workers generally performing below standard and
being kept. on only through the tolerance of their super-
visors and becauselltheir efforts were subsidized? Weresa
few terminees getting unsubsidized jobkbecause they were,
in fact, incompetent ?

Interviews with job supervisors showed that. WREP
workers were judged to be as productive as regular workers
(r 81). Supervisors indicated, moreover, that WREP

II I

workers were above average in willingness to learn andget
along with coworkers (p. 82). there was ma reason'why
supervisors should have biased' their responses t?these
questions. They were willing enough to complain about
their *lief PWP workers. Of thoie who had supervised
workers Under both programs, 71 percent preferred the
results from WREP4vorkers, while only 7 percent preferred tp col

,

'Dung interviews with supposed MVP pietTeiposts the evaluators60d this 22 percent had
never actually worked at PWP job Thu happened in &sly 2 perces* of the WREassistunents
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examined the experiences of welfare recipients who ob-
tained jobs in the private sector through referrals from the
employment servi ce. under the, New York.State law requir:
ing employables to work (p.1). The sample was taken from
the records of all New York State employjnent service
offices. A mail queddlinnaire was sent out inquiring about
their work experiences. With about 50-percent return,
them were about 1,000 respond*its (p. 24). -

A companion group also was selected. It .7.,a-semade up bf
persons who also obtained jobs-throligh the employment
service and-whose characteristics were most like those of
welfah recipients. With about 60-percent response. there

,wire also abciut 1,000 respondents. The employers of all
these workers were contacted for their ratings of satisfac-
tion; over 70-percent response was obtained (p. 24).

A striking finding was that only about one-quarter of the
welfare recipients placed stayed on the job 29 orRore
weeks (as compared with three-quarters for WREP).
Among the comparison group, one-third stayed that long.,
Of those welfare recipients who left their An, almost
threvelyarters would not be rehired, according to the

-eniplpyers' comments (p '37). Nor would employers rerun
two-thirds of the comparison group who left their jobs (p.
37). About one-quarter of both groups of workers were dis-
charged because they could not or would not do the job. In
order to place ;these results in context, one has to consider
the nature bf the lobs obtained and the differences between
the welfare and comparison groups.

A signjficant characteristic of the jobs was the salary
paid. The average beginning wage for welfare recipients
was $2,19 per hour; fox the comparison group, it was $2.6."
per hour (p.'3-2). The average, wage for both WREP ane
the WDP effort in Now York City was in the vicinity of $3
per hour (Decision Making Information, p. 9-3; Lieberman
Reiearch, pp. 190 -92).. It is apparent that the kinds of jobs
welfare recipients were assigned to in the private sectbr
were low paid and unskilled . Only 16 percentfeceived $3
or. ,more per hour. Among the nonwelfare comparison
group, 28 percent received thaehlary.

r If the welfare recipients employed in the public sector,
receiving much higher wages, could not make ends meet

'withoat also receiving welfare, it klikely that welfare
, recipients in the much lower paid primate sector jobs were'

gaining littls.from their effort. When those who -quit Obi-
before 14 wens are compared with, those who stayed on,
there is a consistent trend. The fprmer had the lower paid

bs, received less or no training, and worked in conditions
tfila k4he employees described as "just,, OK," "not very
good," or "poor" (pp. 40:41). This contrasts sharply with
the WREP workers' positive responses to their job condi-
thw and coworkers (Lieberman Research, pp. illotff.).

e nonwelfare group paralleled the welfare group in all
respects except that they Were receivink.somewbit higher
wages, exhibited less attritionzandhad better working con-
ditions. (pp. 40-41). Was ,becatne they were more
"motivated"? The researchers deye loped no attitudinal

*.scales. What is evident, however, is that. the comparison

group was kubstantially better off than the welfare group, as
were the comparison groups of Miller and Ferman, Feld-
man, and Klausner. Aniong the'nonwelfare group, 58 per-
cent had L2 or more years of edufation, compared with
34 percent for thewelfare gr'oup (p. 27). In addition, all the
welfa cipients had family incomes in the poverty area,
wh eas only 30 percent df the comparison groUp did (p.

8). The better showing of the comparison group in the
work world can probably be attributed in major part to their
better educational and financial standing.

placed in private sector jobs an those in *W
The educational achievements of the t cipients

Erwere just
about., the same-36 percent were high school graduates
(Lieberman Research, p. 88). This suggests that the
difference in results cannot be attributed to differences in
personal characteristics. The Bedrosian and Diamond ?id-
ings, when placed in the context of The other studies .on
public employment, seem to indicate that the private sector
(at least in the NeW York area) does not offer jobs that pay
enowh or have desirable enough conditions to keep
welTare recipients (and other heads of households)
employed on nregular basis. When higher paying, jobs with
better conditions are aval4able, then a number of welfare
recipients are able to fill them satisfactorily.

Given the success of WRtP at putting- people in
meaningful jobs, ifis ironic diet the program has, been
phased out. The phaseout started in 1975, when New York
city was, underg'oing considerable financial strain and regu-
lar civil servants were being let go (aileron, 1-976). The
conclusion to be drawn again Asthat the task of changing

iwelfare to workfare resides, not in the willingness of ninny
welfare recipients to work, but in the lack of jobs that
would ply them enough to support their families and in the
unwillingness of legislative bodies (ancrtheir 9nstitueri-
cies) to provide the funds for additional decent' jobs. Alt
this is nor to ignore the fact that sulistantial,numbers of
welfare recipients are unemployable under anythingxesem-
bling current conditions because of such matters as illness
and family responsibilities. .

An important, methodological and substantive point
needs to be made here. As useful as the two evaluation
studies of public service employment have been, they have ,

failed to broach certain crucial issues.- Nowhere is there
mention of the psychological impact of employment in de.
cent;,-jobs upon the welfare recipients' sense of confidence'

4/r.relattons with eir families. Does thee- positive ex-
prience of re r employment strengthen 'family ties?
Does faillre at- theie jobs, or the loss of jobs as public
employment, programs are disbanded, increase recipients'
feelings of dependency and lessen their willingness to try
again-to rise in the work force? Programs and research
studies that tend to conceive of the welfare recipient as an
"object may be crucially incomplete. The next chapter
seeks to bring together what is known about the family and
personal situation of welfare recipients in the WIN
Program.
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FAMILY STRUCTURE AN 6:PERSONA...I.,
MOTIVATION

s
.

1 tRe/Search findings have shown that the moveme of
mothers onto welfare gnd into,poverty is related to- eir
having few skills and large faingies and not !laving hus-
bands who wo1i Coping with the vi fare issue can in-

ivoive,, noCtwily work training for.wellrge mothers, but
.'' keeping loAtincome families intact and limitihg the number_

of children they have. .
(

Family Separation
This monogr does not de with failily sire, but does

consider-the relevant issue of why low4income min stay
with' or desert their families. Knowledge in *i area is
scarce Some 'evidence is provided by haM-Sawhill and.
others (1975), who have takv advantage of two sets of
longitudinal d)ta to look atrersons for family separation.
One set comes from the 5-year followup.of 5,000 low-in- .
come familia by the University of Michigan. The other is
from the 34ear study of the impact of the guaranteed in-
come experiment is New Jersey and Pennsyliania. The
basic,approach taken by Sawhill and others was to consider
as the _dependent variable the probabilif A family that
was intact, at the time dale first intervi arated during
the rest of the period under considerati

Information on almost 2,000 families whose heads were
less than 54 years old was drawn from the Michigan data
and included in the analysis. About 8 petcent of these'
families separated.during the i years following the first in
terview (p. 39). "Separation increased as the head of the
family was *unser and the length of the, marriage wai
shorter- 39). More significantly, separation was
positively auociat with a serious trout of unemployment ,

for the husband s a sharp drop iA family income (pp.
39ff.). Among the poorest families,,separatiorialso was sig-
nificantly associated with low overall earnings of the hus-
band (p. 41).

.-,-----:FAnother significant variable was the wives' eaudnp.

. .
The greater these earnings, the more likely was marital
separation (p. 39). This finding is consistent with Feld-
man's (1972) finding (discussed in ch..2) that marital ten-
skins were higher in families where the wife worked. It was
not clear from the Feldman study ocffrrtirtheSawhill and
others analysis whether the earnings of the mothers
threatened the fathers' status and encouraged maritattclis-
solution or whether women who were already, dissatlified
with their marriage sotigilLt9 work-in order to get away
from the thouse and eventually separated from their hus-
bands.

In depth interviews with working couples are needed to
elucidaigaitis matter. Such interviews also might reveal
other Witant factors affecting marital stability. The
variables just mentioned 'account for only 6 percent of the
variance in -marital separation scores. The results do
demonstrate, however, that the employment of husbands
and wives does significantly affect the marriage relation -

..ship.
Duncan and Morgan (1975) ha4 done a separate

analysis of marital stability among black families, using the
Mchigan dita.;" They are able to account for 28 percent of
the variance in stability with the major predictors being
family income, age of the man, and (negatively) family size
(p. 166) The number of fragmented black families is small,'
qnty 49 out of 575, so that further study is needed to sub-
stantiate the results. In any" case, blacks do not seem to
differ markedly from whites with respekt to factors affect-
ing family stability. t

While the Michigan datkare from persons living under
"ordinary" conditions, including the iordinary welfare ar-

kangenterts, the- New Jersey - Pennsylvania data come from
persons in "experimental" circwmstance ;. Over a 3-year-
period, about 700 initially intact families in the experimen,
tal group Were guaranteed payments if their family income
fell below a certain level. The guarantee was varied (or
taxed) in such manner that they received the maximum
amount if they had no income at all and then lesser amounts
as they earned more up to a certain limit. A .comparison
gropp of about 700 families, similar to the ex-

-1
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perimental group but not receiving"theguarantee, also vas
establiShed. Sawhill.and others again ran regression
analyses that identiM the variables related to family
separation. Analyses were run for the entire set of families-
and.for subgroups, including different facial groups. The
separation rate was higher than for the Michigan faMilies,
running about 4 percent per year. Again, the regression'+.

anaSysis,for these families accounted for only a small partz--
around 10 percentof the variance in 'marital separations

(p 68). The earnings of the husband showed a finkked
effect in increasing marital stability. The welfare and ex-
perimental payments contributed to the marital stability of

. black and Spanish-speaking, but hot white, families (pp. 68,
71). These findkgs hint again at the linage between
employment and marital stability for low-income families,
There was no independent and negative-effect from Wives'
earnings. But then 'families with working wives were
markedly underrepresented because of tAe way the samile
was chosen.

The findings based on the Michigan data show that
mothers receiving AFDC were much lesslikely to remarry
than were those not on welfare (pp. 85,90). Again, because
of the limitations of the data, it was not possible to obtain
an explanation for that result. It may be that the women
preferred not to mari-y or that marriage would cancel their
welfare payments and reduce the income they might have in
an intact family. What is -suggested. in' any case, is that
welfare Policy is inhibiting the tormationpleformation of
intact families

Another examination of family separation was earned
out by Wiseman (1976), using longitudinal data gathersd-in
Alameda County. Calif , on welfare recniiebts7this study
was mentioned in chapter 3 in connection with, elucidating
the factors affeCting the employment of WIN persons.
Wiscman,also considered factors affecting family frAgmen-

. ,tation. This fragmentation was the dependent variable in a
muttivariate analysis where the independent variables in-
cluded administrative arrangements for Welfare, labor
market conditions. and demographic: characteristics of
recipients .-

Wiseman found that a 'significai; soOsCe of marital
stability was the availability of other income to the familt
(pp. 64-65). Also, stability was enhanced as the age of the
man and the lengthiof the marriage in reased. These find-_
ings parallel those hy Sawhil I and oth rs (1975).

One striking sidelight of the Wisema to was the extent
pf -separation in AFDC -U, families. !ix rcent of those
families siwrated during each 3-mont per d (p. 62). This
high rate suggests that the AFDC-U program does not

4252.fulfill one of its major aims, which is to help keep welfare
'families intact. (Welfare men 1pselii benefits if they work
Mime than 100 hours per month. On the other hand, if they
desert their families, their wives continue to receive
benefits' and dn work as much as they like. Under those
conditions, many welfare fathers apparently prefer deser-
tion.) It still remains to develop welfare policy that en-
courages families to stay together.

While these statistic* studies suggest an important rela-
tionship between employment and income on one hand and

marital stability on the other, they do not Om how, the
former affect the latter. jt may be that lack,df employment
and income are only-intermediary variablei that lead to a
lessening of the father's feelings of confidence' and
authority within the family, which, inlurri, leads to his ,
desertion. The importance of knov'linewliether that is the '
case is that factorS other than unemprOyment tinderiliine a
father's confidence . Direct measurement of such variables
as confidence andauthortty-mighrimprove the ansouni of ,
variance explained in marital sepiration scores. In order
to establish the possible significance of 'these° and other °
variables, .indepth studies of family relationships are
needed.

Samuel Klausner has been carrying out a study of the
stability of low-'to moAerate-income families in Camden,

based on personal interviews. Unfortunately, findings
are not yet, available. One of his coworkers, Albeit
Crawford (1976),.his submitted a report,iholv4er, which _
considers the retrospective family experiences of theiap-
proximately 700 Camden fathers.

The Idris interviewewere between the ages of 18 and, ,

40 in 1973, when the first set of interviews :vas, starte0p.
68). They wre selected on the basis of their annual earned

4ncome

being no larger than $10,000,and their total family
income no larger than $15,0013 (p, 68). The fathers were ;.
asked a series of questions about their own childhood and
upbringing, including the roles played by,theirtnothers and
fathers. Thus they were asked about the ihtictness of their
families * different points in their childhood; the kinds'of
fldlrrtily responsibilities taken by _mothers or fathers e.g.,
who administered punishment or supervised their sac-
tivitiesand employment patterns,of theil motheri, and
fathers (pp. 76ff.). it. 4

Crawford recognized the limitations of retrospective
reports -(p. 67), but he was able to demonstrate adequate
reliability for certain responses such tinie of filthily
separation comparing initial 1973 responsei with
responses to th equestions during rtintersdews in 1974
(pp. A4ff.): The neral strategy of analysis was to com-
pare responsEi given by men who came from, intact as
against broken families. ' -4;

Among the findings was the sonsof workingmothers
. in intact black families were more likely to graduate rom
high school than were the sons of nonwoillIking rriother (P.

° 168). In broken families, the employment or itonemploy- .

ment of the mpther was not related to the son's graduation
(p. 168). No additional data were providedlo help interpret
these findings further:They-are, in any case, consistedt with
the earlier finding_of Feldman (1972) that mothers did not
harm their children's development by working.

Another finding of importance was that, when tbe father
was-working more regularly than the mother, the family was
more likely to stay intact than when the mother was work-
ing more regularly (p.,123). This held tor white as well as
black families, indicating again that the employment pat-
terns of mothers, and fathers have some bearing on family
'ability. But also main, this variable accounted for only
about 6 percent of the variance in marital 'ability (p. 123).:
(Crawford did not Carry out a multiihriate analysis of



ritalstability, for some unexplained reason, But he did
parent simple toftelations between independent variables

dthe dependent one of 'marital stability.) Hence there is
much room for fUrther investigation of the psyahological
factors affecting marital stability' and upward Mobility of
family members.. , )

7

The Psycho
,

of Risk Taking

- Few 1 studies have dealt with the psycht)lpgyof poor
people. Yet Schiller (1974, p. 34) Mentioned that .WIIr*
staff consistently attributed success.in the ptogram to Olient
"motivation." Reid (15172, p, 92) pointed girt that decisions
to retqr welfare recipients to WIN hinged judgments
about the "motivation" of the recipients Studiei by

' Thompson 'and Miles (1972) and Klautner (1972) were
I'ohcerntd with' measuring psychological attitudes pf
welfare persons, but these attributes were not related to
work activity or maritatstabillty' Greater understanding is
Deeded of why.certain Orso,ns have psychological orienta-
tionythat enable them to try ,hard td keep jobs, get better
jobi, stay married, and fillfill certain %actions ("are "moti-
voted"), whereas others do/11W try that haled.

Some light is shed on t issue by Considering another
:aspect of Goodytn's (197 study of work orientations.

. Data were gathered froM 500 intact black families living in
to lower- middle -clasi interracial, neighborhoods

fathers scored extremely high on that measure, significantly
highergin not only their white neighbors but also fathers
in the MN Program '(p. 73). This orientation was signifi-
cantly (andnegatively), correlated With job earningt among
the bittek and white Baltimote fathers (p. 110). The more
these 'fathers earned, the greater their confidence. The
average value . given this orientation by the black fathers
Was so large, "however,,as to indicate that most of them ex-
perienced considerable anxiety about fulfilling gotta' The
fact that these black: meh continued to live in the 'inter-
racial neighborhjods suggests that they were able to with-

. stand this high. level of anxiety. Not all persons may be able"
to dO so'. Many may cOoose not to strive for Certain "goals
(appearing theieby to be '`inn ttotivited") rather than risk',
the threat of failure or failure itself.

If the interpretations offered are valid, then it follOws
that the will ingnesa of loo0-income persons' to take and hold
jobs,keePlheir family intact, and advance in social status
depends, not only on their having these matters as impor-
tant goals and not only on their having certain skills, but
also upon their being able to tolerate the psychological
threat that accotpaniei efforts that may end in failure.
When WIN- staff complain that cegain trainees-are "un-
motivated," the.y may be overlooking the possibility that
those trainees cannot cope with anotlfg failure, another
effort a/ improving their status in the work forte that again
ends in umemplo t. Lessening thee negative conse-
quences of failure uld make more,pOr parsons willing
to risk new efforts o achieve work,goals.

in Baltimore. "lie ignother, father, ,and teenage son or There is some empirical evidence illustrating the im-
daughter were. inteiwieWed in each family,along with cor- plication just drawn. It comes from the New Jersey guaran-
responding filembers ofiwhiiii families living in the saint teed income experiment mentioned earlier in this cbapW.
weighbeithoods. A comparison of deinographie charac- Data shOWed that the younger, more educated fathers in the.
teristics of the fathers revealed that the black fathers had an experimental group tended to stay out of the labor force
average of only 10 years df education

'
as against 13, years longer than 'comparison group fathers but earned mote in

for their white counterparts (p. 71). The average annual better jobs upon their return to work (Wattsk.1973, p. 130k
family incomefor the blacks was about 20 **Cent less than . also, Frees and Watts, 1975, p. 71y. This was an unexpected
for the whites, whereas the average number of children was finding. In the -tieory propounded by the expel' enters
3.7 in the black families and only 3.0 in ithe white ones (p. provision' of an income guarantee could only I work
71). Moreover, the black mothers Contributed about 30 effort or earnings (Rees and Warta! 1975, pp. 60-7 ).

' percent of he, family in?biqe, whereas white mothers con- The empirical finding can be understood by reference to
tribated onl about 20 percent (p. 71). Here then, are the theorfjust presented. The provision of a guarantee

IllacKfath strongly committed to an intact family, aob, lowered the risk associated with searching for a better job
and upward social mobility, competiligwIth whites who area and possibly failing in that effort. Some of the fathers were
better educated and have more Vesour and fewer able to withstand the lessened anxieties and carried for-

, chihkensto support. ward a job search. This resulted in some of them advancing
The black families are involved in us economic and to better jobs, and possibly increasing the stability of their

psychological risk..; A brief incapacitylPn the part of the marriages. Whether this explantation adequately account
for at actually happened cannot be determined becausefetid or the working mother might so lower their income as O

to force them to move out' of that neighborhood' and into no data were gathered during the experiment on such mat-
lower class situation. It seems reasonable to speculate that` ters as anxiety experienced in job soh. But_the explana-
these black fathers are high risk takersthey are willing to tion is certainly plausible.

chance failure in order to fulfill important goals. It also ". Molter paradox resulting from the experiment had wick)
seems reasonable that they should exhibit high anxiety .:with the work effort 'of black families. Those given the .

about their social-economic position. reguarantee tended to slightly increase rather than decase

Goodwin did not have a direct measure oLanxiety, but he
did have one related to it called "lack of confidence in 'la a ranking of 14 life pals, the black Baltimore fatten gsve ranks 2. 3. aal 4 respectively to

ability to succeed in the work world!' (p.'15): The black
Having

"b ts well paid supporta{ a wife and family, and getbng along with ass firmly (p

'*
3.1
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iheir%iofk effort (lied and Watti,
,
p. 86).' This occurred in

. the face of a slight decrease in work effort among experi-
mental fitnifies as a whole (p. 86). There are serious.11ues-
tions about the idequitcy of the sample of black families,
but in soy case, thc_riSkrlaking theory and the situation of

- the black families in Baltimore. just mentioned make it
plausible to believe that the provikon of an income

, guarantee would spur rather than burnt black- families'
efforts of close the gap in resources between themselves
and compdrable white families. .

a

:

#4,

*

This discussion of the psychology of low-income persons
*relation to employment . and marital 'stability is

necessarily sketchy., There is a lack of adequate research
andtheory'Needed, are closer looks at the reasons why
low-incarne men take risks to obtain bitter jobs. and td
maintain marital ties.. Tfiis further kncliidge would help
intdesigning welfare and training prograhls that encourage
fathers to obtain better jogs and keep their families intact,
rather than discourage them from these efforts, as under
current arrangerrient

1
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-POLICY Ai.,TERNATIVES:-- IN HISTORIICAL.

'PERSPECTIVE ' ',

r

4e4
The task of this chapter is to draw together the various

research findings in order to illuminate current options with
respect to welfare and work-training policies. The research

p are significant bin do not automatically predicate
policies. The finding Oat' WIN training helps certain

Lwalfare recipients obtaidEetter jobs, for example, does not
necessarily mean t should be continued or ex-

Other matters need to considered, such_as the'
commitment that the Federal and local govern-

wish to makeloWidd helping the poor. Or to put this,
anothit way, basic value issues areinvolved, in policy deci-
sions.

Pan
.kind

kesearch cannot determine-which values should be tip-
"lied. It can provide a broader perspective-on the issues at r.

,slake, including the consequences of choosing one path or
another' 'This perspective is mt4e even sharper as the cur-
rent situation is placed in its historical context. The
choices faced today in wetfire and wprk training grew out
'of the chi es made in the past., Given an awareness of that
past and of current research findings, the importance,and
consequences of alternative policies become clearer. t)

Looking Backward

Up until the Great Depression of the 1930's, obtaining
jobs and providing welfare were The responsibilities of pri-
Vete indiviepals: families, and charities.1 The Federal
Government had little, or-WSrole in those matters. The
shock. of the depression, with millions of persons losing
their livelihoods, changed all that. In the spring of 1933,.
Congre,ss pissed the federal Emergency, Relief Act
(FERA), recognizing for the first time that unemployment

.,was.a national problem. While the act, itself did not stress
. *ork over direct relief,HaraHopkingwadministra-

tor of the appointed by PresidWvelt,)nide
,clear the for work (Brevm,01910, p. 150);

The concept was not to enforce work- for- relief as

.

rive measure to discourage persons from accepting welfare,
,but to grovIde jobs that would-maintain the morale, *bile,
and physical n of employable men. President

(IRoosevelt 937fritiac)subsequent message to the Congress,
stressed the importance of providing jobs rather than doling'
out relief. E. Wight Bakke (1940) found that' self-respect
was higher among workers who had lost their regular jobs
and had public works jobs than among those who *fa:
receiving direct al ief only .

The' FEftA effort had ntuncrous
Jim fact 'that manyAA the jobs were of the -rki_iki-work)
variety (Brown, p. 457j. in order to improve the emplifY:
meat situation, the Civil _Works Administration (CWA) was
launched. Wales were paid, not according to a welfare
subsistence bidget, but according to prevailing community,.

-rates. CWA supported public projects 'that hid, social
value and were not being performed by other workers
(Kunz. 1939, p. 490). During its brief 4.112-month exigt-
,ence, CWA emPyed 4 million persons at a co*
$1 bil lion (Cliarnow.; 1943, (I. 2). Its short life
from strong congressional opposition to t
because of its costliness and high hourly rate. illecritttatt,
the cost of FERA was only alput 1 112 billi n over a 2-
year period.

Only ,the e*treme exigencies of the depression; Jnacle
passage of job-creating legislation possible. Even theft,
there Was great hesitancyebout providing too many
too much cost. An extensive Federal Wokt prOgeitlh
pear in1935. And fiom late 1935 throigh the
1941; the numbers employed k the Works Pr
ministration (WPA) ranged fr 1.5 million to 3.3 Mill
(Brawn; p. 168). Once placed in the* jobs, persons were
dropped from the welfare rol)s. Hedce the effort was dis-
tinctly, different from work fOr retie?. The program Wis_

..phased out in early 1'943 as employment increased after the
United States entered'World War II. With the witting of the
unemployment emergency, the Government rernov,
from direct respreribilityprOVIding jobs.

.At the termirtatiOn, of World Weill, there was
that unemployment might rise again..Tke grtoyment Act
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of 1946 allowed the Government to intervene in the
economy to insure *full employment but* made no 'explicit
provision. for Federal guarantee of jobs. Prosperity in the
immediate post war years made Federal action' unnecessary
in any case.

Since the,'1960's

.Not until the late .1050's did unemployinent again
becomea problem. the action supported by the Kennedy
administration'when it came to try to

/retiiiii workers who had lolt their jobs, not to guarantee
jobs. Thus, the Manpower Development and Training Act
(MDTA) of 1962 provided Federal funds to be used
through the States to help displaced workers obtain new
skills.

It was not Until 1971, with 6 percent unemploymeneand
an increasing number of Vietnam veterans looking for
work, that the Federal Government arain took the initia,
tive in providing jobs. But it was a small effort. The
Emetgency Employment Act of 1971 authorized a Public
gmployment Program (PEP), which was to run for 2 years.
Only about 200,000 jobs_ were provided in each of those
years Department oi Labor, 19'74, p. 53). (Tht
Welfare Demonstration Project reviewed in ch. 5 was Cre-
atetl by the Secretary of _Labor rider the Public Employ%
meal Program.)

The hesitancy of the Federal Government to expand
upon its depression experience of intervening directly and
massively in thelpbmarket stands in marked contrast to tits
efforts in the social welfare area. The Social Security Act
of 1935 provided aid for those who were unemployable. ,
The, major categories of persons were elderly people who
could no longer work and families headed by mothers who
had little or no income. Provision of unemployment in-

, surance also was part of thaf law.
\ ,

These, depression-based 'social welfare -efforts of the
Federal Government have been 'Dot- only maimained but
greatly expanded over the years. The vast increases in
costs of social security and Unemployment insusanpe have
been well accepted (until very recently) because the
benefits were related to previous work activity (see Good-
win and Tu, 1975). On the other hand, there' has been
resistance and hostility to increased costs of-public welfare
because that program is not related to previobs work effort.
The past decade hp seen an increased effort our the part of
the FederarGovernment to put welfare recipients to work.
Such an effort had been going on in mapy.States beforethen.

Stateand local areas had continued to take responsibility
for indigent persons not covered by AFDC._ These were
both men andwomen who did not Nye dependept children
but were nereitheless indigent. The Bureau of Family Ser-

ovices (1962) staveyed the 27 States conducting work for
_relief in September t961-:- Most 'participants were men;

' unlike WPA workers, they recieved 1welfare the k, not a

paycheck, for their. efforts (p. 81:1086rebye,(..,the jobs were
unskilled (p. 8), indicating that the program was punitive
rather than really aimed at helping recipients improve their
chances in the labor force. TN examining the effectivthess.-
of these work-for-relief efforts, the Bureau noted:

Work relief cannot- reduce' the public assistance
rails unless itie, economy produces additiqnal
regular jobs. -

relief efforts require considerable addi-
tional funds becauseof increased administrative
costs. L

Woik prOjecti that are useful to the community
tend to interfere with the employment of regular,
workers (p. 15).

These limitations on makifig,work for Tel ief a productive
experience are, understandable. In 1962, however, one
could still argue that the job potential of welfare recipients

-could be markedly improved if they were given training and
social services. With that-intent, Congress, later in 1962,
-apprOpriatid $2 million for a small experimental:work:.
training effort called the Comthunity and Work Training ,

(CWT) Piogram.,
i

Th)e CWT Program, implemented in 13 States during its
lifetiine of about2.41ears, did not meet expectations. 'A
message prepared biEIV and transmitted to the-Congress
by Pfesident Johnson in 196.7 repOrted that most CWT
effot!ts had 'been merely superimposed tipun-traditiorial .!._

work-for-relief projects with virimitlyna training provided
(Johnson, 1967, p. 25). Of the more than 100,000 persons
assigned to training projects, about, 45,006 were_subse-
quently employed. But most got jobs on their own or were
hired by project sponsors for common labor or menial jobs. ..

.It was recognized ,that the characteristiollf the cent
grdup, including lack of education and physicial and men-
tal handicaps, as well as raciaL discrimination were major
barriereto employment.

Prior to the full findings on the CWT Program, HEW
reecutunended,that it be expanded and made a permanent
part of public assistance efforts. It still seemed reasonable
that increased services could overcome employment ,bar-
rieys for substantial numbersof welfare recipients. Under'

41e V of. the Econthnic Opportunity A f 1964, work -
training efforhts were expanded. The Work rience and
Training Program (WETP) paid for work-relat expenses
of trainees and overcook sit,mis of the financial limitations '
of its predessm-Butagaiii, expectations outran reality.,

!, ----------,
A Senate committee hearing in' 1967 revealed that 90

percent of the disbursed funds "for WETP'went for wick
payment, leaving very tittle for training or rehabilitation
(Levitem, 1967, p.-68). Subsequent to theie hearings ErSiX-
page, mimeographed HEW document Summarized the
achievement of WETP (Cunningham, 1969, p. 3). From c
1964 to 1969, about 228000-trainees Were in de program
for an average, of 7 months. (Almost 35 percent foUnd
employmentimmediateLy tipol leaving the prograin.
However, only 24.percent of all entrants were known to be
working .35 hours or more per week after-3 months. The
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average pay for these full:time workers was about11.80 per
hour. 8ucifresults, seem meagir indeed when iris recog-
nized tiUtt, during this same Period, the economy was ex-.,,
panding and general taltinproyment was dipping, while the
number of families on welfare in-creased by about 50 per-
cent, to 1.7 million.

`Part of he blame for WE TP's unspectular results fell
upon the location of_the program administrationin
welfare departments rather than employment serifice agen-
cies, which were 'more familiar with job training ancLplace-
ment. Another area to criticism was the practice of
deducting welfare recipients' entire earnings trodOtheir
grants, thereby reducing the' incentive to work: These crit-

1. icisms seemed to give new life to, the possibility that an
adequate work-training program for the welfare poor could
be designed, if only the right administrative adjustments
could be made. Hope for an adequate program was made
more intense by rapidly rising welfare costs.

In a 1967 amendment to the Social Security Act, Con-
gress established the sophisticated Work Incemive (WIN)
Program. Major authority for the delivery -ofeusices was
now to reside in the Department of Labor and the local
State employment security agencies. Special counselors
and manpower specialists were to help the trainees prepare
for and obtain jobs. For the first time, welfare recipients
could earn a certain amount of money without having it all
deducted from their welfare grant. °.

. .
Initial results from WIN were disappointing. Only about

10 percent of the 4.6 million eligibles were conlidered
suitable for enrollment. Of all those terminated frdin WIN
by April 1, 1970, only about 20 rcent hadjobs. }fence,
the WIN Program wass e in getting jobs for

.only about 20 percent of the 10 t enrolled, or around
2 percent of the total eligible welfare populationand this
during a period when welfare rolls for the whole country ..

were rising by about 40 percent. . 'll ,The thanges tri in the work-training- efforts for
welfare recipien ce 196,2 implicitly assumed that
changes in administrative arrangements or in work incen-
tives for the -recipients would markedly affect" work ac-
tivity. The last major effort along these lines was the
Talmadge amendments to the WIN legislation;which took
effect in 1972. Emphasis in WIN was to be given to im-
mediate job placement rather than to training. .tates were
to spend at lost Oneethird of their funds on public service
employment or on-the-job training (Talmadge amend-
Ments, 1971).

The possibility of creating much in the way of public jobs
was slim became of 'the small amount of funds allocated to
WIN" 5220 million in fiscal year 1975 for work and train-i
ing, with only $89, miffi-on of that,going td public service

--employment and on-the-job training (U.S. Department of
Mind U.S. Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare, 1976, p. 21). From a total registrant pool of

-839,000 .who were elble for WIN, only 51,000 were
placed in Oh:the-job training or public employment (p.1).
Only I li,000 WIN participants found their way into non-
subsidized job, for as least 90 days (p. 3), while more than 3,

4.

million adults remained on AFDC:

WIN II, under the/Talmadge amendments, hasb'een plac-
ing more ilk jobs than did WINI. But research has
shown-that placement rates as such are not the crucial issue
(Schiller and othirs, 1976). What is crucial is the extent to
whicletWIN graduates obtain higher paying jobs and hold
them longer than a cqiinparableagrotip that, does not-receive
WIN services. The, evidence in that respect suggests that'
WIN I was more-affective than 'WIN II (see ch. 3).

gut WIN I itself was not-very effective ,in moving large
numbers of persons off welfare and intoworkfare. Its pred-
ecessors _were _even less effective. The strict work-(o,\
relief-efforts, whether run by the States prior OS 1962, by.
New York City (see Lieberman Research,fl 975), or by
California' turned out to he cost iiu
by superv,isors and welfare recipients
to increase work activity by allowin
keep mqre of their grant -whenearning ncome orincentives
to increao job openings by giving talc rebates to employers
Were not markedly succwful. All this foPik place in spite of
the,strong work ethic expressed by welfare recipients-and
their willingnesato work in public service jobs. Where doei
it leave us with respect to current and future welfare and
training policies?

ctive ape disliked
ch.5). Incentives (

effare recipients to

I .

)Looking Forward

One possible response to -the relative,,,'ineffectiVeness of '
work training, other incentive provisions or even workfor
relief is to stop those efforts altogether and concentrate on
cuttint,welfare expenditures. Several hundred million 4,1-
lars cod be saved by :eliminating WIN, and additional
millions could be saved byloWering welfare grants and rais-
ing eligibility standards. Such actions, however, would .
lower the living standards and increase the deprivation of .
.welfare recipients (see Meyers and McIntyre, 1969, p. xiv,
who shop how deprivation, goes up as welfare giants:go
down). Chances for upward mobility would be fikther
lessened, especially far members of households headed by
black worsen. -No new iticentives would be provided for
Low-income fathers to stay with their families. Whether tte
amount of money saved Would be worth these outcomes is a
value .or policy judgment. It is-not at all clear, of course,
that this money really would be saved. Those fundsand
moremight be needed to:cluell-Unrest in the inner cities,
where' high unemployment and increasing depeRition
might lead to increased' crime (Datizige and Wheeler,
1973), vandalism, and general social disorganization.'

'Caleomta ineoduced the eommisuty Work
Espenence Program (CWEP 1 in June 1972 (Slueof California. t974. p It Welfare employable. who could not be handed in WIN iverttn be

placed in jobs that were otherwise not being done for up to SO hams per month in order to work offMen welfare pkyments (p I I Des from the program thew that. of 70.000 welfare recipients -registered from July 1973 through June 1974
only 2.000 entered CWEP and Only 430 eventually

°blamed relent' outset employment (p 614 One could argue the 20 percent of those entenng
CWEP obtained Jobs Xhe main pomt. however, is that very few )bt could be arranged Lookingat the total-picture, one finds the CWEP

possibly served some poetise emploenem function for
only 0 6percent cif the region:It pool (What

thee menu* were or how long they stayed a outside employment was not reported.)
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Another possible response tonne same set of findings is to
lea, the current welfare arrangement alone. Enlarging
the training component of WIN, one could argue; would

- help some welfare- recipients. One could point out that sup-
-. .plamentary programs such as food starnps are compensating

for low welfare payments, that there is mcNement of people
off welfare as well 'as On to it, and that an expanding
economy mould tend to deplete the welfare ton.

The other side of the argument regarding the status quo is,
that major administrative difficulties in the present system
of distributing welfare and additional benefits such 'as food

stamps lead to gross inequities, with some persons receivinii

wore *id others less than seems fair (Subcommittee on Fla-
'', b cal Policy, 1974), While there is movement on and off

welfare, the findings in chapter 2 show comparatively lit-

tle moveme out of poverty among households-headed by

- black wome . hence, continuation of the status quo will
continue to advantage members of those familiei. And
in-the same ein, the present welfare arrangement provides
disincent es rather than incentives for fathersboth to work

and to stay with their families (As noted in ch. 6, the
sefaration rate among welfaielbmilies headed by men is

'very high? indicat,ing the inadequacies, of the

Program.)
Finally, the hope that an expanding economy would ab-

sorb large numbers of welfare recipients flies in the face of
the experience of the, late 1960's. The economy was ex-,
panding, but welfare rolls were rising dramatically as well.
Keeping the Status quo means accepting as a way of life the
support of 3 to 4 million families on welfare and supple-
mentary benefits.

A thirt way of looking at the findings of this research
review Aka wait-raining and work incentives for welfare

recipients are, not inherently ineffective but that their
usefulness depends upon the availability of jobs. The key
*tie, therefore, is whether the Federal Government will

take the next' step beyond WIN and guarantee all those
willing and able to work the kinds of jobs that will provide
enough income for them to live above the poverty level. As
already indicated, the Government has been loath to do jbst

tlag. It is much clearer itday than earlier, hOwe4er, that-the
Welfare problem cannot be separated from the lack of jobs.
It is also clearer today, as indicated in chapter 5, that
meaningful,public service jobs' can be created and can be
adequatelMled by welfare recipients. Staple on welfare
not only express a strong work ethit, but will work when
suitable jobs.are available!

Just hOw many recipients at what cost could be removed
from the welfare rolls in 'particular locales if full -tinily jobs

were provided needs to be investigated., Extensive studies
would need to be mafile in different regions in order to
specify the kinds of jobs that might be created and how they
might be effectively related to local businesses and unions.
Levy and 'Wiseman (1975) have taken a step in this direc-..

lion, estimating the 'number of public service jobs that
might be made available in the San Francisco Bay area.

A guaranteed job proposal should be viewed not only in
light of putting female he ,ads of households to workliut also

in light of affecting fatheis-who might desert their f
There is reason to believe, as indicated in chapter 6, that
provision of a job for the husband will tend to keep poor
families intact and off the welfare rolls.

While support of guaranteed jobs would mark a turning
point in Federal policy, it could not be the entice answer to
the welfare situatiOn. Substantial numbers of welfare
mothers are not employable under anything like current
conditions. They will need a form of nonwork suppori,
unless loOking after o5e's family becomes classified as
work. Provision of a guanteedincome might be appropri-
ate, eliminating certain of the inequities and difficulties en- fir
counteredAer the present AFDC operations (see Subcom-
mittee on Fiscal Policy, 1974Y.

Such a guarantee might also have the kind of effect noted
in the New Jersey guaranteed income experiment (see ch.
6), allowing some earners to take time off to search for bet-
ter jobs. That is, following the 'motivational analysis in
chapter 67.a guaranteed income could lower the risk associ-
ated with leaving one's job to get more training or search'
for a bOtter one and hence provide a better base for at-
tempts at upward mobility.

ns about guaranteed incomes or jobs have cen-
tered on a negativeview_otthe psychology of poor people,
which holds thin they would take advantage of any kind of a
guarantee to slack off and do-nothing.' The evidence_ is
otherwise. The expressed commitment of poor people to
the work ethic, the work a4iv1ties of WIN participants and
other welfare recipients (see chs. 2, 3, and 4), the positive
results with public service employment, and the New Jersey
guaranteed income experiment all demonstrate that poor
persons will respond positively to real opportunities.*
Many of these persons, howeYer, have experienced failure
in the mai.. As Goodwini (1975) study suggested, failure
may inhibit further efforts at risk taking in the job market..
Various forms of supportive services, including job coun-
seling as well as health services and child care arrange-
menu, would be needed to- .the positive effetts of
guaranteed jobs and inco

Initally, them 'cost more than current
expenditures Aa ed in chapter 5, ful exanw
pie, the ixiblic e mem e ort in New York cost about
30 percent more !hick ()Aright welfare. Whether the cost of
putti,ng welfare Alipients to work is "worth it" involves
more than economic' considerations. To the extent that
such a program encourages family stability, allows persons
a greater chance to advance in society, and perhaps makes
criminal activities less siiractive (see Danziger and
Wheeler, 1975), it can be viewed as adding to htnnan bet-
terment. How much that is "worth" depends upon the
values one holds, a topic to be mentibned again in a mo-
ment.

4116 notevionhithat Harry flos4 ma in a yeah shortly utter dichwwilerk FERA, wrifhwliald
that help was to be given tboee who ordinarily wet hard worken We are now &alias with pro-
Plc of 41I dimes k is no longer a matter of tatemployebles maid chronic &Feminine. but of your

friends andibne mho are rwolved to this,- (Brown, 1940, p 153) He wP trYlwi to baton the
criticism Mat the proclaim' of relief and Iwo* to welfare tympana tiovid be 'tamed

This doss net "Imm cut oil poor persons poem* a mromptitat ethic mid dire ayob Mare sea
hpilmideal diffarescia amoappoor pawns as wogs ipiddk-claa permits. Research isalicatee
ormeAmeyicans meemain a dross work ethic, doe poor. no kat than the middle clam

ArdPID1644-......Sespicizo



It also must be recognized that, if a guaranteed jobs. and
incomes program is initiated at a sufficiently high level,
thaftlow-paid jobs in the private sector might go unfilled.
In order for those jobs to be done, higher wages might have .

to be paid, with increased costs passed along to the rest of
us in higher prices.. In addition, if those at the bottqm art'
helped to improve their .incomes, those %%to are not
beneficiaries may resent the increasedlompetition for bet-
ter housing or better schoolslohheir children. The full
plications of this kind of thrust into social policy age
difficult to foresee. Under those conditions, it is reasonable
to think of the experimental introduction of a guaranteed
job and.guaranteed income program in a given locale. With
an appropriate design, encompassing social and' psy-
chological as well as economit variables, it should be
possible not only to observe the Impact on the lotale,but to
estimate the effect oft -other locales, including the result if
the program became permanent'

In addition to these broad policy issues, are there specific
recommendations about WIN? The research review does
not suggest specific improvements in WIN administration
and operation that are still relevant. Changes in WIN
regulations occur more rapidly than the completion of
research studies; the latter cannot, reasonably be expected
to illuminate detailed administrative and operational mat-

. ters Research has shown, however, that WIN helps
its graduates obtain'better lobs than they would otherwise,
suggesting the desirability of knowing wh'y'. -Statistical
studies seeking to illuminate the "why" have not been very
successful (see ch. 3.). Nded is a different approach,

, one in which researchers elucidate the ways in which Staff
actually interact with trainees.

The quality of interaction, including the extent to which
staff lessen she risk of failure for trainees, may strongly in-
fluence the overall effectiveness of the program. Hence,
one suggestion is to carry for>vai'd paiticipant-observation
studies in which researchers carry out WIN tasks alongside
staff members for a time. This would provide the oppor-
tunity to observe and analyze what is happening to and
affecting the trainees in the program.' Given that
knowledge, it should be possible to improve WIN et/Irts.
But efforts to be aimed at what end and to be judged by
what criteria?

WIN has been judged' in the past by numbers of partici-
pants placed in jobs and how well it was resolving the
welfare problem. Criteria that are more realistic and useful
(to welfare recipients) would center on the extent to which
WIN helps recipients achieve better jobs than they would
have obtained otherwise. It is important to take seriously
the finding in chapter 4 (Goodwin, 1975) that failurenot
obtaining a job after leaving WINharms participants and
makes them less likely to try again to rise in the work force

'A weleleagned espenment should try to eeimate the impact of the program if it were in.
traduced m a permanent one by asking persons skillfully designed questions about the reasons for
their lurrem .Ktioal41110g the experiment as well as for their actions hetOrt and after the ex

nmers For 04wiet outline of these kinds at issues see Leonard Goodwin 'Social Experimerris
and P011) ReSt04.? train, imirmil *Inlet 11476 pp 244 Su $,*

'For a discussion of how participsntobtervation studies could be carried out and related to an
overall remmrch program regarding WIN see Leonard Gziodtmn. 'proposed WIN Research
Program.' submetedo the Employment and TrainmpAdnurostration. Department of I_Ab4r. A4
II. 1976 4

Rather than pushing many persons I not find suita-
ble employment through the program, WIN would do better
to spend more effort on a fewl3ersons so as to enhance their
likelihood of success.

In order to carry forward and evaluate this more inten-
sive activity with WIN participants, followup Would be
needed for a much longer period'than the 90,dlays now used

'in wig. The followup itself woillikhavep?* Nike than
cursory. An effort would be needed..topriivide social sup--
port services to help the WIN gradtiates stay,on the job.
SuggtiSted here, in short, is that WIN, given present condi-
tions, should concentrate, nbt upon tryingo mowe massive
numbers of-welfare recipients into the wolk force, but upon
he ng thoie recipients wii an benefit front training and

r services so as to aChiii*flnarifial independence in
existing labor markets. This wo*-be a far from satisfacz
tory arrangement because many ;kliould recieve no 'help/at
all. If more resources were alloCated 6)- the. poor an-U.-a
guaranteed jobs program were implemented, then WIN
could have a much broader tole in training persons fora id
placing them 4n those jobs. 7 ?t-

3.4

In C nausion.

This research review should make it no longer respeeta--
ble for persons to claim that the "welfare mess" is a result- -
of recipients' not wanting to work or'of recipient's' beats
willing to take a ciolexhile otherNin their same position are ,

working.' Nor should it be respectable to say that work for
.relief is an answer to the welfare 'situation or that training
poor persons for jobs is either the answer or a total waste of
effort.

On the other handr it is legitimate to differ on values.
Research findings , cannoll 'determine whether persons
Should prefer to support a ivarantea jobs and incomes
policy against other ways of allocating the resources, of
American society. We are' t a majpr turning point in social
policy. We are not faced witlia massivcdeprAlsion as in the

..1930's but. with the more ,subtle iss of a continuing
welfare population. While there is consitrable movement
on and off the rolls,,t1here is only limited movement above
poverty for black women who are heads of households. Not
unrelated, there are severely limited ,lob opportunities for
black men in the inner cities.

37

Recent history has indicatejaVtnlability of our economy
tq.provide enough jobs at whi eads of households can
earn enough to support their amities above the poverty
level. The question is whether the Government should step

'A sehofer such as lrvtng Kristol was able to claim as recently as July 1916 that There aremany
poor people (including. of course poor blacks, in this country w ho are too proud to go ow welfare
who prefer to work hard se low-paying yobs earning hr than if they had gone on welfareand
whose spirits are undeeroyed whom lives are less afflicted and whose children are lei likely to
get into trouble tt,dl moor lmowal July 12 I976 p '10 Evidence in ch 2 provides ix, rapport
for the notion this there is a group of persons pie like weirdly recipients but who prefer to work
(The burden indeed is shifted to Witiot of others to show the virile nCe of such a group t The
further inference that Acceptance of welfare itself i/ii/tr, family difficulties is unsupported by
research findings

'38
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A piOVide'those jobs. The question is niit new; others
/proposed such .Qovernment- action (see, for example,

-/ac an, 1974). What is new here is the amassing of
coniiderable4vidence indicating that such an effort can
yield positive social benefits andafeasible, as evidenced in
thetxperiencei discussed in chapter 5. -

The fundamental issue is whether American leaders add
the American prblictpowerful members of the donor and
constituency systemswish to bear the costs of guiranteed
jobs and incomes. Experiments can be initiated to provide

more information about the consequences of such a polio,.
Whatever the choice; it should be made with awareness that

- the current inability to turn welfare jrno wortfare resides
primarily in limitations of the jot? market system and only
secondarily in the characteristicsof welfare recipients.

WIN can be improved as more is learned about why it is
effective. But WIN caftnot have a major impact on the
welfaresituation 'Until there are kbs available for welfare
recipients and lo0-income_fathers at which they can earn
enough to lift their families out of pciverty.

7
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.. Where to Get More Inforreatton

. For more information on this and other'progrants of research and :development
rnent and Training Administration, contact the- Employment and Training
merit of Labor, Washington, D.C. 29213, or any of the Regional Administrators for
ing whose addresses are listed below.

I

4

1oeialltbr

John F. Kevady Bldg.
Boston, Masa 02203

1515 Broadway .

4 New York, N.Y. 10036

Moo

e

P.O. Box 8796
Philadelphia, Pa. 19101

1371 Peachtiee Street, NE. to
Atlanta, Ga. 30309_

- 230 South Dearborn Street
Chicago, Ill. 60604 .

91/1 Walnut Street
Kansas City, Mo. 64106

Griffin *are Bldg.
Dallas, 'Tex. 75202

1961 Stout Street
Denver, Colo. 94

450 Golden Gate Avenue
San Francisco, Calif. 94102

909 Fint Avenue
Seattle, Wash. 98174

a

States Served

dannecti-cvt
Mine
Massachusetts

New Jersey
New York
Canal Zone

Delaware
Maryland'

Is Pennsylvania

Alabama
*......Florida/ Georgia

Kentucky

Iilingis
Indiana
Michigan

Iowa
Kansas

Arkansas
' Louisiana!

New Mexico

Colorado
Montana
North Dakota

4 `0,1

Arizona
'California
Hawaii
Nevada

4ka4
Idaho

f ed by the- Employ.
tration, U.S. Depart-

Employment and Train --

New Hampshire
Rhode Island
Ve ow.

Plano Rico
Virgin Islands

Virginia
West Virginia
District of Columbia

Mississippi
North Carolina
South Carolina
Tennessee

Minnesota
Otrlo
Wisconsin -

Missouri
Nebraska .

Oklahoma
Texas

South Dakota
'Utah
Wyoming

1

American Samoa
- Guam

Trust Territory

Oregon
Washington
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